
DV-100 Request for Domestic Clerk stamps date here when form is filed.

1 Person Asking for Protection

a.
Fill in court name and street address:

Superior Court of California, County of

Court fills in case number when form is filed.

Case Number:

This is not a Court Order.

Judicial Council of California, www.courts.ca.gov
DV-100,Request for Domestic Violence Restraining Order

(Domestic Violence Prevention)
Page 1 of 12

Violence Restraining Order

Name: State Bar No.:

Firm Name:

Address where you can receive court papers

Address:

City: State: Zip:

Telephone:

Email Address:

2 Person You Want Protection From

Your name:

Fax:

Instructions: To ask for a domestic violence restraining order, you will
need to complete this form and other forms. After you complete this
form, see next steps on page 12.

Revised January 1, 2022, Mandatory Form
Family Code, § 6200 et seq.

M F

b. Your age:

c.

(This address will be used by the court and by the person in to2

send you official court dates, orders, and papers. For privacy, you
may use another address like a post office box or another person�s
address, if you have their permission and can get your mail
regularly. If you have a lawyer, give their information.)

Your contact information (optional)d.

(The court could use this information to contact you. If you don�t want the person in 2 to have this information,
leave it blank or provide a safe phone number or email address. If you have a lawyer, give their information.)

Your lawyer�s information (if you have one)e.

a. Full Name:

b. Age (give estimate if you do not know exact age):

c. Date of Birth (if known):

d. Gender: Nonbinary

e. Race:

Ioan Gruffudd

48
LOS ANGELES
111 N. Hill Street
111 N. Hill Street
Los Angeles, CA  90012
Central District

21STFL02019

10345 W. Olympic Boulevard

Los Angeles CA 90064

(310) 746-4410 (310) 746-4499

akiley@elkinskalt.com

Anne C. Kiley 145489

Elkins Kalt Weintraub Reuben Gartside LLP

Alice Evans

53

August 2, 1968

X

White

Gruffudd, Ioan

Electronically FILED by Superior Court of California, County of Los Angeles 2/15/2022 2:14 PM Sherri R. Carter, Executive Officer/Clerk, By C. Garmendez, Deputy Clerk



Case Number:

Your Relationship to the Person in3

Yes

a. We have a child or children together

Check all that apply

4 Other Restraining Orders and Court Cases

Are there any restraining orders currently in place or that have expired in the last six months (examples: Did the
police give you a restraining order that lasts a few days? Do you have one from the criminal court?)

(date it expires):

a.

No

b. 2Are you involved in any other court case with the person in ?

2 , you are not eligible for this type of

Parent, stepparent, or parent-in-law

Custody

2

(If you do not have one of these relationships with the person in
restraining order. You may be eligible for another type of restraining order. Learn more at
www.courts.ca.gov/selfhelp-abuse.htm.)

(names of children):

b. We are married or registered domestic partners.

c. We used to be married or registered domestic partners.

d. We are dating or used to date.

e. We are or used to be engaged to be married.

f. We are related. The person in

Child, stepchild, or legally adopted child

Child�s spouse

2 as a family or household (more than just roommates)?

2 is my (check all that apply):

Brother, sister, sibling, or sibling-in-law

Grandparent or grandparent-in-law

Grandchild or grandchild-in-law

g. We live together or used to live together. (If checked, answer question below):

Have you lived together with the person in

No (If no, you do not qualify for this kind of restraining order unless you
checked one of the other relationships listed above.)

Yes (If yes, give information below and attach a copy if you have one.)

(1) (date of order):

(date it expires):(2) (date of order):

No

Yes (If you know, list where the case was filed (city, state, or tribe), the year it was filed, and case number.)

Divorce

Juvenile Court

Other (what kind of case?):

Criminal

This is not a Court Order.

DV-100,Request for Domestic Violence Restraining Order
(Domestic Violence Prevention)

Page 2 of 12
Revised January 1, 2022

21STFL02019

X
Elsie Evans Griffith and Ella Evans Griffith

X

X

X

X

X

X Los Angeles, CA; case no. 21STFL02019, filed in March 2021

Gruffudd, Ioan



5 Most recent abuse

Date of abuse (give an estimate if you don't know the exact date):a.

4

use or threaten to use a gun or other weapon?2

I don't know

was abusive on this day. Details can include what was said, done,2

Case Number:

Describe Abuse

In this section, explain how the person in has been abusive. The judge will use this information to decide2
your request. Here are some examples of what "abuse" means under the law (not a complete list):

harassed you hit, kicked, pushed, or bit you

made repeated unwanted contact with you injured you or tried to

kept you from getting food or basic needs sexually abused you

tracked, controlled, or blocked your movements threatened to hurt or kill you

isolated you from friends, family, or other support abused a pet or animal

made threats based on actual or suspected immigration status destroyed your property

made you do something by force, threat, or intimidation choked or strangled you

stopped you from accessing or earning money abused your children

Did anyone else hear or see what happened on this day?b.

No Yes (If yes, give names):

Did the person inc.

No Yes (If yes, describe gun or weapon):

Did the person ind.

I don't know No Yes (If the police gave you a restraining order, list it inDid the police come?e.

2 cause you any emotional or physical harm?

No Yes (If yes, describe harm):

.)

Give more details about how the person inf.
or sent to you (examples: text messages, emails, or pictures), how often something happened, etc.

How often has the person ing. 2 abused you like this?

Just this once 2�5 times Weekly Other:

Give dates or estimates of when it happened, if known:

This is not a Court Order.

DV-100,Request for Domestic Violence Restraining OrderRevised January 1, 2022

(Domestic Violence Prevention)
Page 3 of 12

21STFL02019

February 9, 2022

X

X

X
See attached Declaration of Ioan Gruffudd. 

X

See attached Declaration of Ioan Gruffudd. 

X See attached Declaration of Ioan Gruffudd.

See attached Declaration of Ioan Gruffudd.

Gruffudd, Ioan



Case Number:

Has the person in6 2 abused you in a different way from the abuse you described in 5 ?

If yes, describe below.

a. Date of abuse (give an estimate if you don't know the exact date):

Did anyone else hear or see what happened on this day?b.

I don't know No Yes (If yes, give names):

use or threaten to use a gun or other weapon?2Did the person inc.

2

No Yes (If yes, describe gun or weapon):

Did the person ind.

I don't know NoDid the police come?e.

2 cause you any emotional or physical harm?

No Yes (If yes, describe harm):

Give more details about how the person inf.
or sent to you (examples: text messages, emails, or pictures), how often something happened, etc.

How often has the person ing. 2 abused you like this?

Yes (If the police gave you a restraining order, list it in 4

was abusive on this day. Details can include what was said, done,

.)

Just this once 2�5 times Weekly Other:

Give dates or estimates of when it happened, if known:

This is not a Court Order.

Revised January 1, 2022
DV-100,Request for Domestic Violence Restraining Order

(Domestic Violence Prevention)
Page 4 of 12

21STFL02019

See attached Declaration of Ioan Gruffudd.

Gruffudd, Ioan



Is there other abuse by the person in7 2

Case Number:

If yes, describe below.

a. Date of abuse (give an estimate if you don't know the exact date):

Did anyone else hear or see what happened on this day?b.

I don't know No Yes (If yes, give names):

use or threaten to use a gun or other weapon?2Did the person inc.

2

No Yes (If yes, describe gun or weapon):

Did the person ind.

I don't know NoDid the police come?e.

2 cause you any emotional or physical harm?

No Yes (If yes, describe harm):

Give more details about how the person inf.

How often has the person ing. 2 abused you like this?

Just this once 2�5 times Weekly Other:

Give dates or estimates of when it happened, if known:

that you want the judge to know about?

done, or sent to you (examples: text messages, emails, or pictures), how often something happened, etc.

Yes (If the police gave you a restraining order, list it in 4

was abusive on this day. Details can include what was said,

.)

This is not a Court Order.

Revised January 1, 2022
DV-100,Request for Domestic Violence Restraining Order

(Domestic Violence Prevention)
Page 5 of 12

Check this box if you need more space to describe the abuse. You can use form DV-101, Description of
Abuse, and turn it in with this form. You can also use a separate sheet of paper, write "Describe Abuse" at
the top, and turn it in with this form.

21STFL02019

See attached Declaration of Ioan Gruffudd.

X

Gruffudd, Ioan

See attached Declaration of Ioan Gruffudd.
 



8 Other Protected People

a. No

Yes (If yes, complete the section below):

(1) Full name

Check this box if you need to list more people. Use a separate piece of paper and write "DV-100, Other
Protected People" at the top. Turn it in with this form.

Case Number:

This is not a Court Order.

Revised January 1, 2022
DV-100,Request for Domestic Violence Restraining Order

(Domestic Violence Prevention)
Page 6 of 12

b.

Age Relationship to you Lives with you?

NoYes

NoYes

NoYes

NoYes

(2) Why do these people need protection?

Do you want the restraining order to protect your children, family, or someone you live with?

Does Person in9

b. No

Yes (If you have information, complete the section below.)c.

(1) Describe firearms or ammunition (examples: long, short, black, silver, handgun, rifle, semiautomatic):

2 Have Firearms (Guns) or Ammunition?

a. I don�t know

(2) Number of firearms or ammunition, if known:

(3) Where they are located or stored, if known:

21STFL02019

X

Bianca Wallace 29 Girlfriend X

See attached Declaration of Ioan Gruffudd.

X

Gruffudd, Ioan



Choose the Orders That You Want a Judge to Make

In this section, you will choose the orders you want a judge to make now. Every situation is different.

Case Number:

Choose the orders that fit your situation.

Check all the orders that you want a judge to make (order).

Order to Not Abuse10

I ask the judge to order the person in

Isolating you from friends, relatives, or other support; keeping you from food or basic needs; controlling or
keeping track of you, including your movements, contacts, actions, money, or access to services; and making
you do something by force, threat, or intimidation, including threats related to actual or suspected
immigration status.

2 to not do the following things to me or anyone listed in 8 :

Harass, attack, strike, threaten, assault (sexually or otherwise), hit, follow, stalk, molest, destroy personal
property, keep under surveillance, impersonate (on the internet, electronically, or otherwise), block movements,
annoy by phone or other electronic means (including repeatedly contact), or disturb the peace.

Disturbing the peace includes, but is not limited to:

Destroying your mental or emotional well-being. This can be done directly or indirectly, such as through
someone else. This can also be done in any way, including by phone, text, or online.

No-Contact Order11

I ask the judge to order the person in 2 to not contact me or anyone listed in 8 .

Stay-Away Order12

I ask the judge to order the person in 2

Check all that apply

a.

Me. My vehicle. My children�s school or childcare.

My home. My school. Other (please explain):

My job or workplace. Each person in

b. How far do you want the person to stay away from all the places you checked above?

100 yards (300 feet) Other (give distance in yards):

8 .

This is not a Court Order.

Revised January 1, 2022
DV-100,Request for Domestic Violence Restraining Order

(Domestic Violence Prevention)
Page 7 of 12

to stay away from:

21STFL02019

X

X

X

X

X

X The apartment in which I reside. 

X

Gruffudd, Ioan

Except for peaceful child custody exchanges.



This is not a Court Order.

Revised January 1, 2022
DV-100,Request for Domestic Violence Restraining Order

(Domestic Violence Prevention)
Page 8 of 12

Case Number:

Stay-Away Order (continued)12

Do you and the person in 2c.

No Yes (If yes, check one):

Live together (If you live together, you can ask that the person in

live together or live close to each other?

Live in the same building, but not in the same home

Live in the same neighborhood

Other (please explain):

2 move out in 13 .)

Do you and the person in 2d. have the same workplace or go to the same school?

No Yes (If yes, check all that apply):

Work together at (name of company):

Go to the same school (name of school):

Other (please explain):

Order to Move Out13

I ask the judge to order the person in 2a.

Check all that apply

I own the home. I have lived at this address for

My name is on the lease.

Other (please explain):I live at this address with my child(ren).

b. I have a right to live at this address because:

to move out of the home, located at:

(Give address):

years, months.

I pay for some or all the rent or mortgage.

Other Orders14

(Describe any additional orders you want the judge to make to keep you, your children, or the people in

Child Custody and Visitation15

Check this box if you have a child with the person in

8 safe.):

2 and want the court to make or change a child custody/
visitation order. You must also fill out form DV-105, Request for Child Custody and Visitation Orders, and attach

21STFL02019

X

X

Gruffudd, Ioan



Case Number:

Protect Animals16

(You may ask the court to protect your animals, your children�s animals, or the person in 2a. �s animals.)

(1)

Name (or other way to ID animal) Type of animal Breed (if known)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Color

b.

Check all that apply

Stay away from the animals by at least:

Not take, sell, hide, molest, attack, strike, threaten, harm, get rid of, transfer, or borrow against the
animals.

I ask the judge to protect the animals listed above by ordering the person in

Other (please explain):

100 yards (300 feet) Other (give distance in yards):

(1)

(2)

(3) Give me sole possession, care, and control of the animals because (check all that apply):

I purchased these animals.

Person in I take care of these animals.2 abuses the animals.

Control of Property17

a. I ask the judge to give only me temporary use, possession, and control of the property listed here (describe):

b. Explain why you want control of the property you listed:

Health and Other Insurance18

I ask the judge to order the person in

This is not a Court Order.

Revised January 1, 2022
DV-100,Request for Domestic Violence Restraining Order

(Domestic Violence Prevention)
Page 9 of 12

2 to not make any changes to any insurance or other coverage for me, the
person in
change the beneficiaries for the insurance.

2 , or our children, including not being allowed to cancel, cash, borrow against, transfer, dispose of, or

Record Communications19

I ask the judge to allow me to record calls or communications the person in 2 makes to me, when those calls or
communications violate this restraining order.

2 to:

21STFL02019

X

Gruffudd, Ioan



Case Number:

Property Restraint20

2I ask the judge to order the person in not to borrow against, sell, hide, or get rid of or destroy any possessions

(only if you are married or a registered domestic partner with the person in 2 .)

or property, except in the usual course of business or for necessities of life. I also ask the judge to order the person
in 2 to notify me of any new or big expenses and to explain them to the court.

Extend My Deadline to Give Notice to Person in21

2(Usually, the judge will give you about two weeks to give notice, or to "serve" the person in of your request. If
you need more time to serve, the judge may be able to give you a few extra days.)

I ask the judge to give me more time to serve the person in 2 because (explain why you need more time):

2

Pay Debts (Bills) Owed for Property22

(If you want the person in

I ask the judge to order the person in

2

For: Amount: $ Due date:

to pay any debts owed for property, list them and explain why. The amount can be

(1) Pay to:

(2) Pay to:

(3) Pay to:

for the entire bill or only a portion. Some examples include rent, mortgage, car payment, etc.)

a. 2 to make these payments while the restraining order is in effect:

For: Amount: $ Due date:

For: Amount: $ Due date:

Explain why you want the person in 2 to pay the debts listed above:

Do you want the judge to make this special decision (finding)?

No Yes

a(1)

Special decision (finding) by the judge if you did not agree to the debt (optional)b.

2 's abuse. This may help you defend
(If you did not agree to the debt or debts listed above, you can ask the judge to decide (find) that one or more
debts was made without your permission and resulted from the person in
against the debt if you are sued in another case.)

(If yes, answer the questions below.)

(1) Which of the debts listed above resulted from the abuse? (check all that apply):

a(2) a(3)

(2)

No Yes

Do you know how the person in 2 made the debt or debts?

(If yes, explain how the person in 2 made the debt or debts):

This is not a Court Order.

Revised January 1, 2022
DV-100,Request for Domestic Violence Restraining Order

(Domestic Violence Prevention)
Page 10 of 12

21STFL02019

Gruffudd, Ioan



This is not a Court Order.

Revised January 1, 2022
DV-100,Request for Domestic Violence Restraining Order

(Domestic Violence Prevention)
Page 11 of 12

Case Number:

Orders That You Want a Judge to Make at Your Court Date

Below is a list of orders that a judge cannot make right away but can make at your court date in a few weeks. The
person in

below. Check all the orders that you want the judge to make at your court date.
2 must be notified of your court date before the judge can consider making any of the orders listed

Pay Expenses Caused by the Abuse23

I ask the judge to order the person in 2 to pay for things caused directly by the person in

For: Amount: $Pay to:

property, medical care, counseling, temporary housing, etc.). Bring proof of these amounts to your court date.
(damaged

Pay to: For: Amount: $

Pay to: For: Amount: $

2

Check all that apply

I do not have a child support order and I want one.a.

Child Support24

I have a child support order and I want it changed (attach a copy if you have one).b.

I now receive or have applied for TANF, Welfare, or CalWORKS.c.

(this only applies if you have a minor child with the person in 2 )

I ask the judge to order the person in 2 to give me financial assistance.

Spousal Support25

I ask that the person in 2 pay for some or all of my lawyer's fees and costs.

Lawyer's Fees and Costs26

I ask the judge to order the person listed in 2 to go to a 52-week batterer intervention program.

would have to show proof to2

Batterer Intervention Program27

(this only applies if you are married or a registered domestic partner with person in 2 )

(The goal of a batterer's intervention program is to stop abuse. There are weekly classes to teach accountability,
abuse effects, and gender roles. If ordered to complete this program, the person in
the judge that they enrolled and completed the program.)

Transfer of Wireless Phone Account28

(If the person in 2 holds the rights to your cell phone account, you can ask the judge to transfer your number or

.)17
your child's number to you. This means you will be financially responsible for these accounts. If you want to have
control over a mobile device, like a cell phone, make this request at

I ask the judge to order the wireless service provider to transfer the billing responsibility and rights to the wireless
phone numbers listed below to me because the account currently belongs to the person in 2 :

a. My number Number of child in my care (including area code):

b. My number Number of child in my care (including area code):

21STFL02019

Gruffudd, Ioan



Date:

Type or print your name Sign your name

Lawyer�s name Lawyer�s signature

Case Number:

Automatic Orders That a Judge Can Make Right Away

1
Form DV-110, Temporary Restraining Order (only items 1, 2 and 3)

You must complete at least three additional forms:

Additional pages31

If you used additional paper or forms, enter the number of extra pages attached to this form:

If the judge grants you a restraining order, the person in 2 must sell or turn in any firearms that they have
2or control. The person in

No Guns, Other Firearms, or Ammunition29

would also be prohibited from buying firearms and ammunition.

Cannot Look for Protected People30

If the judge grants you a restraining order, the person in 2
location of any person protected by the restraining order, unless the court finds good cause not to make this
order.

will not be allowed to look for the address or

Your signature32

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the information above is true and
correct.

Your lawyer's signature33

Your Next Steps

Form DV-109, Notice of Court Hearing (only items 1 and 2)

If you are asking for child custody and visitation, you must complete form DV-105, Request for Child
Custody and Visitation Orders and form DV-140, Child Custody and Visitation Order.

Form CLETS-001, Confidential CLETS Information

2 Turn in your completed forms to the court. Find out when your forms will be ready for pick up.

3 Once you get your forms back from the court, have someone "serve" a copy of all forms on the person in

4 If you are asking for child support, spousal support, or lawyer's fees, you must also complete form FL-150,
Income and Expense Declaration. If you are only asking for child support (item 23), you may be eligible to fill
out a simpler form, FL-155. Read form DV-570 to see if you are eligible. Turn in your completed form to the
court before your court date. You must also have someone mail or personally deliver a copy to the person in

The sheriff or marshal can do this for free. Learn more about how to "serve" your papers and prepare for your
court date: https://selfhelp.courts.ca.gov/sheriff-serves-your-request-restraining-order.

2 .

2 .

This is not a Court Order.

Revised January 1, 2022
DV-100,Request for Domestic Violence Restraining Order

(Domestic Violence Prevention)
Page 12 of 12

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

(if you have one)

21STFL02019

February 15, 2022

Ioan Gruffudd

Date: February 15, 2022

Elkins Kalt Weintraub Reuben Gartside LLP/Katherine Heersema

Gruffudd, Ioan

See attached Declaration of Ioan Gruffudd. 
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DECLARATION OF IOAN GRUFFUDD 

I, IOAN GRUFFUDD, declare as follows: 

1. I am the Petitioner in this action. I have first-hand personal knowledge of the facts set

forth herein, and if called as a witness, I could and would competently testify thereto. I submit this 

declaration in support of my request for domestic violence restraining orders. 

2. Respondent Alice Evans ("Alice") were married on August 2, 2007 and we have two

minor children Elsie Evans Griffith, age 8, and Ella Evans Griffith, age 12. Alice and I separated on 

or around January 1, 2021, I moved out of the family residence on January 25, 2021, and I filed for 

dissolution of our marriage on March 1, 2021. 

3. I told Alice that I was unhappy in our relationship in August 2020, and thereafter we

started to discuss the possibility of separating. Alice repeatedly told me between August 2020 and 

our separation on January 1, 2021 that if I left her, she would make false public accusations about 

me, sell false stories about me to the press, and destroy me and my career (Alice and I are actors, and 

at times over the years stories about us have been published). Alice told me verbally multiple times 

that she would do to me what Amber Heard did to Johnny Depp. Alice threatened to tell people I had 

abused her and our daughters; she threatened to call the police on me if I did not comply with her 

demands; she threatened to tell people I am a drug addict and put me in prison; she threatened to write 

a fake diary that reflected an abused victim, and to have the diary published; and she threatened to 

destroy my mother. Alice told me she would win, and everyone would believe her over me.  

4. Alice has carried out many of these threats since I moved out of the family residence.

Since January 25, 2021:  

a. Alice has made many false and harassing posts about me on social media;

b. Alice has made false and harassing statements about me to the media, which

were then published; 

c. Alice has sent me hundreds of harassing, abusive and threatening

communications by text, email, voice message, video message, and Our Family Wizard ("OFW") 

message; 

d. Alice has sent my mother at least 20 harassing and threatening emails; and
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e. Since learning of my relationship with my current girlfriend, Bianca Wallace

("Bianca"), Alice has made harassing, threatening and false social media posts about Bianca, and she 

has publicized private information about Bianca's medical condition.  

5. I believe Alice's behavior since we separated has been intended to harass and

intimidate me, and to force me to give her what she wants financially and with respect to custody of 

our daughters. I believe Alice has also been making inappropriate statements about me to our 

daughters, and in their presence. This situation has been extremely stressful and damaging in 

numerous ways, to me, our children, my mother, and to Bianca. I have asked Alice to stop this 

behavior many times, and my lawyers have done the same. Alice has refused. For these reasons, I 

feel Alice has left me with no choice but to ask the Court to issue restraining orders.  

DESCRIPTION OF MOST RECENT ABUSIVE BEHAVIOR 

6. Alice and I both want our daughter Ella to continue at her current school, but I have

told Alice that, sadly, I will not be able to afford it next year. I explained this to Ella during a phone 

call on February 9, 2022. Ella said something to the effect of, "You just want to use your money to 

pay for your girlfriend's movie." This is not true and I told Ella as much. I could only assume that 

Alice created this narrative, and then communicated it to Ella. Ella also told me she would call "child 

protective services" if I did not pay her school tuition.  

7. On February 9, 2022, shortly after my call with Ella, someone accessed and posted

twice from my Instagram account without my knowledge or consent. The unauthorized posts state, 

"I cancelled my daughters school so Bianca will be an even bigger star," and, "I just removed my 

child from her school because I need the money for my movie with Bianca." As soon as I saw the 

posts, I deleted them and changed my account password. I do not know if Alice was directly involved 

with the unauthorized posts from my account on February 9. That same day, though, Alice posted 

(and later deleted) screenshots of the unauthorized posts to her own Instagram account at least three 

times. A screenshot of one such post is attached as Exhibit A. 

8. On February 9, 2022, Alice also sent me a harassing OFW message in which she

repeated the same false claims as were stated in the unauthorized Instagram posts. Alice said: "Ella 

is now completely without a school. She is a straight A student. She says she begged you to keep her 
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at Brentwood but that you said you needed the money for your film with Bianca?? Dude your film 

with Bianca is the most embarrassing thing I have EVER seen in Deadline. . . You have left a 

family you were providing for. You had SPECIFICALLY asked this loving family to wait for you 

while you worked abroad. We did. Then you met the most psychopathic succubus ever minnow 

to man, and fell for her. even Prince Harry... whatever. No NO NO NO nO. Find some financing 

then make whatever film you want. But don't take away everything you have because some vixen 

has your nuts between her veneers. PS: There is already betting on how long until she leaves you! 

PROPER BETTING! Now THAT'S famous."1 (Emphasis added.) See attached Exhibit B.  

9. Alice sent a similar harassing email to my mother, Margaret Griffiths, on February 9,

2022, in which she said, "So Ella has been removed from her wonderful school where she was on fast 

track. She is very upset. . . Ioan will not speak to me, but he spoke to Ella today and said that all of 

this was necessary because Bianca needs the money in order to become a star. He and Bianca are 

working on a very important movie about Bianca�s life and they need all the money they can get. If 

you can�t see he�s lost his mind then you won�t mind that we�re all going to be sent out into the cold 

to die. Perhaps you and Pete don�t mind." See attached Exhibit C. 

10. On February 3, 2022, Alice sent me a message on OFW with the subject "RE: School

Enrollment." Alice stated in the message: "I don't understand - what does Bianca want? Does she 

want your kids to have zero education? Enroll like you did last year! You fucking do it! FFS! . . . 

I have 24/7 kids situation. I love it! (And there is no way I will et them near you given the lack of 

care you have already shown. I'm too scared you and Bianca could hurt them)[.] . . . sadly you fucked 

up and you got married to sad little me before you met this incredible woman. So no, you can't just 

walk away - from them, from your responsibilities, and from your financial responsibilities. PS: I ask 

again: WHAT DO YOU BOTH DO? Apart from Instagram and set up pap walks making sure you 

moderate the comments so Bianca doesn't have to see the bad things people say about her?" 

(Emphasis added.) See attached Exhibit D.  

11. On February 4, 2022, Alice sent me multiple separate OFW messages. One is attached

1 All typographical errors in the quotes herein are as stated in the original.  
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as Exhibit E. It had the subject, "RE: Pay the school please." Alice stated in the body of the message: 

"We agreed that we would have children, and that I would look after them and you would earn the 

money. You decided not to earn the money OR look after them. You don't get to do that. it doesn't 

matter who you go off with or what tatty tart gets inside your brain and says 'Do it, silly Duffer', 

you STILL have to look after kids when you have them. I know, it's hard. Poor you. Poor Binky. 

All you guys want to do is to be left alone and these damn kids and ex-wife giving you so much 

grief and ask you to like PAY for things when Binky just wants to pose in a bikini on a high 

wire at the Eden Roc. Life is so CONFRONTING!" (Emphasis added.) 

12. On February 6, 2022, Alice sent me the OFW message attached as Exhibit F. In it she 

said: "Apparently Banca is pregnant? is this true? I believe it came from one of her passive -aggressive 

Its where she said something like 'all is good, baby,baby' Listen - you are a very altruistic person - 

both of you, that you don't understand what the estrangement from the is doing and THEN the rumor 

of a baby!!!!!!!!! I am shocked and astonished and poor little Elsie is whimpering her beside me. 

. . You are a liar and a narcissist and as far as James thinks, a sociopath . . .  Also, remember 

that you4 current parkour has a debilitating, chronic,disease. But so do I! What do you keep 

telling your minions on twitter to shriek that I need to get a job? I have two kids to look after ad I'm 

50% bed bound. 'Why don't YOU get a job?'" (Emphasis added.) 

DESCRIPTION OF OTHER ABUSIVE BEHAVIOR SINCE SEPARATION 

13. Alice's Threatening and Harassing Communications Since January 25, 2021. Starting 

soon after we separated, I asked Alice many times to please limit our written and phone 

communications to topics relating to our daughters. She did not. I stopped taking Alice's phone calls 

around March or April 2021 because she would not change her behavior. Soon after, Alice started to 

text me frequently. Many of Alice's text messages to me were harassing, threatening rants. In an effort 

to avoid conflict I rarely responded. Examples of just some of the harassing and/or threatening text 

messages I received from Alice between March 1 and July 22, 2021 are attached as Exhibit G, and 

quotes from some are set forth below. All emphasis is added: 

 
March 24, 2021 
IOAN - 8 o�clock return for Elsie or I will raise hell. 
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You are exhausting her and using her as a pawn. 
8pm. I will raise hell and yes that includes calling the police if I need to. They are 
human beings. I think you have seen what lengths I am prepared to go to to 
protect my children. You have seen it at Wagon Wheel and you have seen it at 
Third Street. You have seen it with Elizabeth Valerio. If somebody hurts them 
there is no END to what I will do. 
 
April 10, 2021 
By the way, I am about to put Dena�s threatening letter on instagram for all to 
see. it is all set up, I just feel I should run it by you like a journalist odes in case you 
would like to add something. (Hi Dena! I know he�s such a pussy he will send this 
directly to youth the hope that you can smash that naughty Alice. 
. . . 
Oh, as far as Gill is concerned I feel no anger towards her. I am being paid 
upfront for a book about the village you grew up in and how you and Math�s 
families hated each other, and course how you rMom had never grown out of a 
child�s mentality. Surprisingly, almost everyone I have spoken to has been happy to 
talk. The main message is that when people are as sick and non-treated as your mother, 
abs when the whole family grey walls, or plays flying monkeys to keep her afloat.My 
book will be damning. 
Do all you want to stop its release. Maybe save some money from your ridiculously 
expensive divorce - I don�t know. But I plan to reveal your Mother�s hideous 
actions to the whole world, in the hope that it will help somebody else. 
 
April 16, 2021 
One of my therapists said to me today �I cannot believe he chose his MOTHER, 
over the most incredible woman I�ve ever met, AND his children� (he is gay). 
I said I know. It goes very deep. 
Sorry to bang on, but I can�t understand why after so many years of curating a 
wonderful career you would do the WORST thing. The worst thing an actor could ever 
do. ( it�s one thing if you fell in love with somebody else, but to just �leave your fanily 
high and dry�? ( which is what you have done). 
And alll for your Nmother? How can you love your selfish Nmother more than 
your beautiful, love-filled kids ? . . . You now are the OLDEST single offspring of 
the Griffiths family. I cringe at afar your future Christmases will be like... and NO. 
NO FUCKING WAY are you taking MY kids to spend Christmas in Wakes. Not 
EVER. You may as well get that into your head now. 
 
April 17, 2021 
It' embarrassing now that everybody is telling me you are done. That nobody 
wants to imply you. That Dom West is at the top of the lists because he �did the right 
thing�. And by the way it doesn�t matter what is really going on in the relationship, for 
god�s sake. It�s about appearances. Jesus Christ think of Cary grant and Rock Hudson. 
Why on EARTH do you think Tom Cruise and John Travolta went to such extents? 
I�m increasingly angry that you have sabotaged your areer. Insanely angry. I 
GAVE UP my career for this. And ou throw it away because you feel a stronger 
connection to Gill and Pete than you do to your own brethren? It�s just o 
confusing. . . You KNOW your Mum is a mental case. Why on earth do you want to 
give up everything we�ve established for the sake of somebody who doesn�t even love 
you? 
. . . 
Do you realize who you�re up against, dude? Do you realize ow much I have on 
you, and how little (nothing) I have to lose? If you want to fight I will dedicate my 
LIFE to fighting you and I will WIN. I am not only the smartest person in the 
room, but I am also the person who has lost everybody. I have nothing left to lose. 
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So I have ZERO fear. I will share ANYTHING on social media. I will write about 
everything. As a publicity-shy actor, that isn't good for you.  
. . . 
They don�t want to see you tomorrow. They say you are a drag. (You are. You are the 
most depressing person I have ever married) 
. . . 
To draw a conclusion, you are JUST like your Mum. Instead of EARNING your 
place as the fun parent, learning ways to make people attracted to you, learnt o 
converse, understand the social fucking contract etc etc�.. you are like Gill. You 
EXPECT everything because �it is my right�. You have no rights. 
. . . 
And what did you do? Classic Narc. You turned it around and tried to tell her she 
shouldn�t have called you angry in the first place. You tried to teach her a lesson - a 
lesson which benefitted you. 
No. It�s not always the best idea to ask something politely . Sometimes coming in 
strong is the best way to go. (Unless you want our kids to resemble your family?) 
 
May 3, 2021 
Joe told me you were no longer being touted for jobs, that you were back in �the pool� 
of auditioning actors. At a time like this Ioan, there is absolutely no hope for you of 
getting any decent job through auditioning. You know that as well as I do. I would 
suggest you interview new agents and managers but I doubt you�ll have the balls to do 
that. 
 
May 4, 2021 
Maryellen and ICM are doing you zero favors dude. But you will never challenge 
them. Jesus fucking christ. 
But hey - I have to laugh. You took on the most fearless woman in the world. Did 
you think your hot-shot lawyers would help you beat me? Ha ha ha! Not in a 
million years! Ha ha ha ha. I will never give up fighting. I love my kids and have 
proved it. . . You have been away for 80% of their lives. Because you needed a job. So 
go get one. I�ve done my part. Now do yours. Try to understand. You did LIAR. 
You were able to do it because the whole world knew that you were a family man who 
loved his wife and kids. 
Now you�ve done a 180. And all I am getting in DMs and emails is desperate upset 
from fans because they can�t believe what you�ve done. Nobody thought you 
capable of being such an asshole. 
. . .  
Your face and body now look hideous to me. I am starting on dating apps ( not 
had the balls to actually go live yet) because I want to find a man who really loves 
me after being deprived of that for 20 whole years. I am convinced o still have 
time, and my personality will shine through. I have no idea why the hell I fell in 
love with you. Biggest mistake if my life. ( except for the kids) 
 
May 15, 2021 
I mean, basically you have failed everybody. Haven�t you.Have you told Gill and 
Pete that you have bankrupted yourself? 
I think somebody should 
I will do it now  
Oh dear. No answer. That�s BAD. Hey Dena!!! Did you hear what she did to me? 
Dena: (dollar signs in her eyes) Tell me my baby. Show me where she hurt you!!!!! 
. . . 
Send this to the Queefster if you want. 
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May 17, 2021 
But please don�t give me that bullshit about custody and telling you what to do. 
You�re a very weak father, incapable of love. 
 
May 23, 2021 
Please stop saying �Thank you�. Ella tells me you are harsh and abusive with her when 
she doesn�t say it. And here you are using it in a putridly condescending 
manner to indicate superiority. You are not superior to me in any shape of form. 
Thanks to me, your career lasted as long as it did even though you never lifted a finger 
to help yourself. You could have said thank you then, and meant it. But you didn�t. 
Now we�re all waiting to see how long it takes you to get a job without my help. So far 
it�s been 18 months. 
Oh, and Kevin Spacey is back at work. So please ask Dena and Mem to stop the 
pathetic rumor that my tweet has stopped you getting work. 
You�ve literally NEVER had to chase a job, have you? And now, conveniently, as 
your career comes to an end, even now you have get-out clause: it was my ex-wife 
who ruined my career by tweeting! 
Sure. Charlie Sheen. James Franco. Noel Clarke. Harvey Weinstein. Hollywood - that 
great bastion of morality!! 
Your career isn�t ending because of a tweet! ( hello, Terry Cruse) It�s ending because 
your manager doesn�t believe in you! She TOLD me this! Jesus Christ we went 
through all this once already. When they lose interest, LEAVE!! You are being played, 
my friend. 
 
May 31, 2021 
�Thank you� FFS. You know that your mother writes that all the time?  
I want full custody. I want the house. I want spousal support and child support. I 
want my medical bills and insurance paid. Car insurance too. Half of your life 
insurance. Half of your savings. Half of what you earn in the future. 
I won�t give up. You�ll have to sue me. But you won�t even win, because you have 
never looked after the kids. And if I need to, I�ll borrow money from friends to hire 
shark lawyers. I have never spent more than 3 nights away from them. You have spent 
80% of their lives away from them. I BROUGHT THEM UP. 
Jesus Ioan - STOP playing games! You�re in some fantasy world where Dena and 
Gill are sucking your nob and telling you you are in the right. You�re absolutely 
NOT in the right. You walked out on your family. You won�t even help them with 
the shit they have to do at home. THE HOUSE IS FALLING TO PIECES AND I AM 
SORTING IT OUT. You don�t care about me or them or how we live. Imagine NOT 
caring how bad the situation was at your kid�s house??  
That is the first signal of a total narcissist. The other two are a) not caring about sex or 
if they are giving their partner pleasure (you never did - not once) and b) pretending to 
like animals when you don�t (Gloria will testify about this) 
 
June 17, 2021 
You told Ella to �please stop Mummy from stopping you from seeing me�. Is this 
Allan? Or is this Ivy? Or is this Dena and her Coven (with Woody in the background? 
Elsie also mentioned you had told her to say that �Mummy won�t let Ella see you.� In 
your dreams, loser. Ella doesn�t want to see you because you don�t give a shit 
about her. Give her some fucking credit, for christ�s sake. 
 
June 20, 2021 
Go ahead. Tell Dena �look what Alice said about the prenup. Look how mean she is to 
me. How dare she be upset about us fucking her over completely? How dare she say 
unkind things to Little Lord Fauntleroy. 
. . . 
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These texts will just continue unless you agree to talk to me. You can complain to 
all the lawyers you like. I am perfectly happy to have these texts printed in every 
newspaper in the world. Because I didn�t threaten to take your kids away, and I 
didn�t walk out on you, and I didn�t spend all the kids college funds on litigators, and 
I�m not refusing to speak to you. Your actions are FAR more vindictive than the texts 
of a person living in grief and fear and daily sadness. 
 
June 26, 2021 
And now crazy lawyer wants me to give up my First Amendment rights and gag 
me so that I can�t even speak about my experiences? Why would I do that? 
You�re just making it worse and worse. You�re behaving like a victim when in fact 
you�re the perpetrator. I will NEVER agree not to speak.  
Oh and I hear you are considering a restraining order to stop me texting you. My 
advice? DO IT! I thin that when you are on your death bed looking back it will be 
one of your proudest moments. 
 
July 3, 2021 
I think we should litigate.  
Then I will be able to tell people exactly the things your Mom said to me and Ella 
with impunity. EVERTHING is on the record. I�m tired of this shit. 
I have wanted to take your Mam to court for at least 10 years. Everybody 
stopped me. They said I would lose you. 
Well. Now I HAVE lost you! So I really need to publicize the vicious, verbal and 
physical attacks that I have taken from your mother. . . She needs to know she can�t 
get away with this forever. . . Quick! Call Mummy and Daddy like you did when I 
tweeted! Cry to them! Be the opposite of a man! 
PS: These are not threats. I am not asking you for anything. This is WHAT IS 
GOING TO HAPPEN. Whatever you do. Do yo see the difference? 
It�s more like tormenting you that threatening you. Tormenting you like you have 
tormented me by making me feel useless and ugly and adept at nothing for the 
best 20 years of my life. 
 
July 7, 2021 
You want to SELL THE HOUSE???? ARE YOU OUT OF YOUR TINY MIND?. 
. . No fucking way. The house is a deal-breaker. . . You've wasted ALL our fucking 
savings on the wrong lawyers!! My god you fuvking idiot. . . I'm going on Twitter to 
see if there is anybody who can put me up. . . Also the fans are going to start a Go Fund 
Me. Kids both bawling their eyes out about losing their house. . . I cannot believe how 
self-centered you are. Do your kids mean nothing? . . . I think the only person you want 
to impress is the one who gave birth to you and that will never change. 
 
July 8, 2021 
I'm reaching out to all our rich friends today to see if I can get a loan. Then I am going 
to start accepting the offers from the newspapers to tell my story. There is already a 
bidding war.  
 
July 12, 2021 
Pick up the phone you coward. Pick up the phone. Pick up the phone. Fuck this.  
I'm tweeting. You've done it again. Congrats. I am coming over to your house. . . 
Call me. Please. Just call me. Ok I'm calling the police to escort me to your house. . 
. JESUS FUCKING CHRIST. What is wrong with you?  
 
July 16, 2021 
What a horrible man you are. . . Fucking IDIOTIC when you think the house will 
be worth $5million in a few years, but hey - I�ve been living with loser Ioan for 
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TWENTY YEARS and your decisions are ALWAYS TERRIBLE. So I�ll see what 
they say, and see if there�s a way to fight this. If there�s not, hey - let it go. You will 
STILL have to come up with around $300k for ME every year . . . (Oh and if you 
don�t pay I will sue your ass in court. With great pleasure) 
. . . 
I�m going to keep on going. I can�t live like this any more. You are a fucking 
torturer. More tweets coming up. KILL ME if you want. Do what the heck you 
want. You�ve taken away my joy, my life, my bonus, my career my children and 
my love. WHAT THE FUCK DP I HAVE LEFT? YOU'RE A MONSTER.  
 
July 21, 2021 
Ioan- you KNOW what it�s like growing up with a parent who always wants more. 
Who takes advantage of every phone call to ask for something. We used to laugh at 
that!! Please don�t do it to Beans. She loves you. It�s not her fault you�re a fucking 
mental case who can�t bring himself to pull up in front of his own home to pick 
her up. Don�t make her suffer because of your inherited mental problems. Please. 
. . . 
You�re totally fucked with me from now on - you will never, ever regain the incredible 
respect and love I had for you until last August. 
 
14. It was extremely upsetting and stressful for me to continuously receive these types of 

hostile and aggressive text messages from Alice. On July 22, 2021, I blocked Alice's  phone number 

on my phone. I sent her a text message that day stating: "Due to your inability to adhere to the 

agreements we made in Collaboration and Mediation to only communicate about matters concerning 

the children, I am giving you notice that I am blocking all traditional avenues of communication and 

moving back to the Our Family Wizard app. As of today, the 22nd of July 2021, should you wish to 

contact me about any necessary matters to do with the children, please communicate with me on the 

app. I have bought Elsie a phone so I may communicate with her directly." (See Ex. G.) 

15. Harassing social media posts and interviews. In June 2021, I entered into a relationship 

with my girlfriend, Bianca Wallace. Bianca and I currently live together. Since Alice learned of my 

and Bianca's relationship, she has made harassing, threatening and false social media posts about me 

and Bianca, and about our relationship.  

16. On October 27, 2021 I received a phone call on my youngest daughter's phone. I 

answered the call, and Alice was on the other end of the line, not Elsie. Alice said simply, "Bianca 

Wallace." I ended the call and then saw Alice begin to comment on Bianca�s Instagram. Bianca and 

I announced our relationship via social media immediately after the phone call to ensure Alice did 

not take the news away from us or make up a story about our relationship.  

17. Alice previously had a Twitter account. Her username was @AliceEvansGruff. I 
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understand her Twitter account is not currently active, but she posted/tweeted regularly until recently. 

On or around October 27, Alice tweeted, "So it turns out that my husband, after two years of telling 

me I'm a bad person and I'm not exciting and he no longer want so to have sex with me and he just 

wants to be on set abroad...Has been in a relationship for THREE years behind all our backs. Good 

luck, Bianca." This tweet has since been deleted. Alice also tweeted (falsely) that she found out about 

my relationship with Bianca via my Instagram post, and that I had unblocked her on Instagram 

specifically so that she would see it. Exhibit H is a screenshot showing that Alice was following 

Bianca on Instagram before I ever posted about the relationship. 

18. On October 31, 2021, Alice posted multiple tweets about me including one in which 

she said, "He wasn't in pain. For God's sake. He was fi[n]e (when he was here, which was about 3 

months a year.) Then his dick got stuck inside a babe half his age. And that's when he started treating 

me like shit and making up stories." See attached Exhibit I. Around this same time, Alice changed 

Instagram bio to, "Not a home-wrecker," and she changed her Twitter bio to, "I do not sleep with 

married men. I do not wreck homes I do not ruin little kids' lives." 

19. On November 12, 2021, Alice tweeted Bianca's management company in response to 

a post regarding Bianca: "I think we can all agree that fuckign a man who has a beautiful family and 

seducing him into leaving that family in order to take below person to Hollywood (for what? what 

doe she think? ) is scum behavior. Do you support this? It would appear that you do." On November 

17, 2021, Alice tweeted: "We're going fishing again tomorrow. We need the name of Bianca's 

husband that she married in 2016. And Also at least ONE of the other women who have had their 

families broken up by #Biancathebog." See attached Exhibit J.  

20. Bianca has Multiple Sclerosis. Her diagnosis was largely private until Alice 

discovered it around November 2021. Since then, Alice has made numerous posts on social media 

exposing and mocking Bianca's condition. On November 26, Alice tweeted about Bianca having MS: 

". . . there is so much you don't know. Is that what you actually want? A new baby for my husband? 

With a woman who is very ill with MS and so will take a toll on them? See attached Exhibit K. This 

is just one of many social media posts Alice has made about Bianca's medical condition. Alice's cruel 

statements have causes serious stress for Bianca, and it has started to impact her health.  
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21. On or around November 15, 2021, Alice shared a photo of Bianca on Twitter, and 

wrote in the caption: "How to be a good Mistress, Part One: 1) Don't send out silly face-tuned 

Instagrams like this when you're semi-naked and horse-teethed telling people 'I'm just going to miss 

the dog' BULL. SHIT. You're going to sleep with my husband." Also on Twitter, a third party 

commented on one of Bianca's photos that Alice had posted about. The individual said, "Where did 

this photo come from? I'd love to kick some ass." Alice responded on January 4, 2022: "So would 

my brother. And he has links. But sadly we all have to wait.. until this crazy family of hers reveals 

itself." (Emphasis added.) See attached Exhibit L.  

22. In addition to Twitter, Alice also has an Instagram account. Her username is 

aliceevansgruff, and she has about 85,000 followers. On or around November 17, 2021, Alice posted 

a photo of herself on Instagram with the caption: "Hey Bianca Mae Wallace, stealer of my husband, 

ruined of the life I'd worked so hard to achieve and also person who makes my kid cry -aperson I will 

never forget ever. Anyway somebody alerted me tonight that whenever I posted a relatively cute pic 

of myself on ivstagram, within about 19 minutes emergered a sock account pretending to be on 

'Biava's side { although how one could be on the side side if a total bitch who manifested a father 

away from two lyrics girls who ducking ADORED him then I do not know, except to say that this 

person is completely devoid of human empathy. Good luck Ioan." See attached Exhibit M.  

23. On or around November 25, 2021, Alice posted a strange and somewhat incoherent 

video of herself on Instagram in which she referred to herself as "Marjorie," and talked about men 

leaving their wives for other women. In it, Alice, encouraged other women to speak about the issue, 

and made comments about lawyers taking everything and about her husband. Then she changed 

accents and started swearing and shouting: "You've got to fucking be kidding haven't you?. . . You're 

taking everything? What? Are you? That's the tennis court, the fucking Lamborghini, whatever. . . 

And he said yes. And I was like I've got two fucking cousins gonna come and fucking cut you, 

you know that?! Alright?! And that's how we fucking deal with it, do you understand? That's 

how we fucking. . ." and then she back to the original accent and said, "So that's how I talked to him, 

and I think we need to be just a little bit more aggressive, don't you 

24. On or around January 25, 2022, Alice posted on Instagram, "It's telling that the woman 
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with whom my husband has led a double life for 2to 3 years is so nervous and vindictive. . . I think 

Bianca Wallace us a psychopath who has a kinetic ability to make rich or famous people fall in love 

with her. In 18 months, me and my girls have seen my warm, loving Ioan change from a man with 

principles, who had decided to have a family and was determined to look after them to a person who 

apparently doesn't care about anyone at all." In a comment to the post, Alice said, "From everything 

I have gathered about this girl, she is a psychopath. . . Now the night before last she urged him to fire 

out long -term nanny, Gloria. The only other love my kids have apart from me. . . STEALING 

SOMEBODY's husband, setting up pap walks around their/our neighborhood, pretending to be her 

cousin online abnd talking about mu husband '7 inch cock'which was inside her now and would never 

be inside me again� Whilst I'm still in total shock? Yeah. She's a psychopath. See Exhibit N.   

25. The examples above are just some of many harassing statements Alice has made about 

me and/or Bianca in the media and on social media. I will bring other examples to the hearing.   

26. Harassing Emails, OFW Messages and Other Messages. After I blocked Alice's phone 

in July 2021, she sent me harassing emails and OFW messages. Below are excerpts from just some 

examples of many. Copies of all quoted messages are attached as Exhibit O. All emphasis is added. 

a. November 11, 2021: The day after she did an interview on "Lorraine," which 

is a chat show in the U.K., Alice sent an email to me stating, "Want more?" 

b. November 15, 2021: "EVERYBOY is telling me to distance myself for you as 

soon as I can l because you are about to go down so far that you will never recover. . . I dont care 

about you any more. Neither do the kids really. I�m sure they love you but they cringe when the hone 

rings and it�s you and they run away. Nothin to so with me. . . Well you�re a shit. And everybody in 

the world knows it now. So lets get this divorce done (I want almost twice what is offered. If you 

fight it I�ll go to court. I have access to money. ) And then�.. I never ever ever ever want to see 

your lying, creepy, angry, nasty , unkind and totally ungrateful face again. . . I�ll never 

understand what I did wrong  - or why you could;t just sit me down and say look Angel, kids I�ve 

fallen in love with a millennial who has been stalking Alice for a while. . . I would go into the FOUR 

other marriages she�s ruined; Yes. I do have a private detective on her. So does one of th British 

tabloids[.] Well, I can�t wait till she does the same to you. When her MS gets bad enough that you 
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need to take her to all her castings in a wheelchair. . . although you poo-pood at times my ilnesss, 

hers is probably more grave and if ou look at Selma then she won�t be able to walk soon." 

c. November 16, 2021: "Why are you letting a bunch of people bully another 

person who is grieving so badly??? Have you lost your fucking mind? What have you said about me 

to al these people? ] Jesus fucking Christ. . . And why are they mad anyway? Didn�t the Bogan win? 

She broke up her 4th family! Congrats Bianca on another clever manifestation."  

d. December 7, 2021: "Gloria is DEVASTATED that you told Bianca the house 

was dirty. And stinky. And disgusting. Why did you do that. She told all her extended gyppo family 

and now everybody thinks I love in a house like your Mams house. Not fair. I would never say 

anything about your mams house. And you are one of the messiest, laziest people I know." 

e. February 1, 2022: "Remember when my Dad became so obsessed with his 

incredibly mediocre but super egoistic new love that he just forgot all about his kids and decided they 

didn't exist if  'SHE wasn't there, and you said 'he is so vile. I wish I could call him'. (But you didn't, 

because you've never called anyone out - you have no balls)[.] 

27. In November 2021, after I had had blocked her phone, Alice sent a voice recording  

from Elsie's phone to my phone in which she called Bianca a "fucking skank" and a "meth-head, 

bogan skank" from the "trailer parks of Broadbeach." Alice said she had done multiple interviews, 

and she could go much further. Alice said, "Do whatever you want, but you won't be an actor, baby," 

and, "You'll just be begging for money." I will bring this recording to the hearing. 

28. Alice has also interfered with my calls with our daughters. Most recently, around 

October 2021 while I was out of town for work, Alice leaned into the camera while Elsie and I were 

having a facetime conversation, and she started complaining to me about all of the miscellaneous 

things she believed were wrong with the family residence.   

29. Harassing and Threatening Emails to My Mother. Attached as Exhibit P are several 

harassing emails Alice has sent to my mother, Margaret Griffiths, since Alice and I separated in 

January 2021. I understand Alice has sent at least 20 such emails to my mother. 

30. Again, I have tried to avoid conflict with Alice since we separated. I responded 

minimally, if at all, to most of her harassing and threatening communications described above. I have 
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generally tried to limit my communications with her to subjects such as the children and the family 

residence. I have asked Alice many times to stop making abusive statements about me or to me (or 

about Bianca), and my attorneys have made these requests to Alice's attorneys. Sadly, Alice has 

refused. I therefore request restraining orders to prevent Alice from continuing this behavior.   

 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing 

is true and correct. 

Executed February 15, 2022 at Los Angeles, California. 

 See signature on DV-100 
 IOAN GRUFFUDD 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXHIBIT "A" 
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EXHIBIT "B" 



OurFamilyWizard, LLC.
230 13th Avenue NE, Minneapolis, MN 55413
ourfamilywizard.com
info@ourfamilywizard.com
(866) 755-9991

Message Report
Generated: 02/14/2022 at 01:21 PM by IOAN GRUFFUDD
Number of messages: 1
Timezone: America/Los_Angeles
Parents: IOAN GRUFFUDD, Alice Evans
Child(ren): ELLA EVANS GRIFFITH, ELSIE EVANS GRIFFITH
Third Party: ANNE KILEY

Message 1 of 1

Ella is now completely without a school.

She is a straight A student. She says she begged you to keep her at Brentwood but that you said you needed the money for your film with Bianca??

Dude your film with Bianca is the most embarrassing thing I have EVER seen in Deadline. Who is financing it? Why are you both directing? What is
the point of the story?Who would give ANYONE any money for a first time writer and first time lead?  Do you expect me, Elsie and Ella to move
down to skid row so that you can sell the house and make "Eva Seren" the Star she's always wanted to be?

NO.
No no. NO NO.

You have left a family you were providing for. You had SPECIFICALLY asked this loving family to wait for you while you worked abroad. We did.
Then you met the most psychopathic succubus ever minnow to man, and fell for her. even Prince Harry... whatever.

No NO NO NO nO.  Find some financing then make whatever film you want. But don't take away everything you have because some vixen has your
nuts between her veneers.

PS: There is already betting on how long until she leaves you! PROPER BETTING! Now THAT'S famous.

Sent: 02/09/2022 at 06:14 PM
From: Alice Evans
To: IOAN GRUFFUDD (First Viewed: 02/11/2022 at 01:19 PM)

ANNE KILEY (First Viewed: Never)
Subject: Ella

Page 1 of 1



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXHIBIT "C" 



1

From: Alice Evans < @mac.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 9, 2022 6:33 PM
To: Margaret Griffiths
Subject: Update

So Ella has been removed from her wonderful school where she was on fast track. She is very upset.  
 
Elsie has been told she will not be able to go to a special school.  
 
We have not long now in order to get out of the house. We’re not sure where to go ‐ maybe a shelter for women.  
 
Gloria has been fired.  
 
Ioan will not speak to me, but he spoke to Ella today and said that all of this was necessary because Bianca needs the 
money in order to become a star.  
 
He and Bianca are working on a very important movie about Bianca’s life and they need all the money they can get.  
 
If you can’t see he’s lost his mind then you won’t mind that we’re all going to be sent out into the cold to die.  
 
Perhaps you and Pete don’t mind.  
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXHIBIT "D" 



OurFamilyWizard, LLC.
230 13th Avenue NE, Minneapolis, MN 55413
ourfamilywizard.com
info@ourfamilywizard.com
(866) 755-9991

Message Report
Generated: 02/04/2022 at 11:40 AM by IOAN GRUFFUDD
Number of messages: 1
Timezone: America/Los_Angeles
Parents: IOAN GRUFFUDD, Alice Evans
Child(ren): ELLA EVANS GRIFFITH, ELSIE EVANS GRIFFITH
Third Party: ANNE KILEY

Message 1 of 1

PS:

I absolutely responding via my lawyer to say that I would pay 50% OF THE FEES.

I don't understand - what does Bianca want?  Does she want your kids to have zero education?

Enroll like you did last year! You fucking do it!

FFS!  You have my promise!

But seriously - how do you think I am earning money? I have 24/7 kids situation. I love it! (And there is no way I will et them near you given the lack
of care you have already shown. I'm too scared you and Bianca could hurt them)

But YOU are the wage-earner darling.

Yes, you are in love now. But sadly you fucked up and you got married to sad little me before you met this incredible woman. So no, you can't just
walk away - from them, from your responsibilities, and from your financial responsibilities.

PS: I ask again: WHAT DO YOU BOTH DO? Apart from instagram and set up pap walks making sure you moderate the comments so Bianca
doesn't have to see the bad things people say about her?

Sent: 02/03/2022 at 08:52 PM
From: Alice Evans
To: IOAN GRUFFUDD (First Viewed: 02/03/2022 at 08:53 PM)

ANNE KILEY (First Viewed: Never)
Subject: RE: School Enrollment

Page 1 of 1



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXHIBIT "E" 



OurFamilyWizard, LLC.
230 13th Avenue NE, Minneapolis, MN 55413
ourfamilywizard.com
info@ourfamilywizard.com
(866) 755-9991

Message Report
Generated: 02/06/2022 at 11:38 AM by IOAN GRUFFUDD
Number of messages: 1
Timezone: America/Los_Angeles
Parents: IOAN GRUFFUDD, Alice Evans
Child(ren): ELLA EVANS GRIFFITH, ELSIE EVANS GRIFFITH
Third Party: ANNE KILEY

Message 1 of 1

I don't have 'funds' from the UK.

We agreed that we would have children, and that I would look after them and you would earn the money.

You decided not to earn the money OR look after them. You don't get to do that. it doesn't matter who you go off with or what tatty tart gets inside
your brain and says "Do it, silly Duffer", you STILL have to look after kids when you have them. I know, it's hard. Poor you. Poor Binky. All you guys
want to do is to be left alone and these damn kids and ex-wife giving you so much grief and ask you to like PAY for things when Binky just wants to
pose in a bikini  on a high wire at the Eden Roc. Life is so CONFRONTING!

Children are a responsibility dude. You knew that.

Sent: 02/04/2022 at 04:59 PM
From: Alice Evans
To: IOAN GRUFFUDD (First Viewed: 02/06/2022 at 11:38 AM)
Subject: RE: Pay the school please

Page 1 of 1



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXHIBIT "F" 



OurFamilyWizard, LLC.
230 13th Avenue NE, Minneapolis, MN 55413
ourfamilywizard.com
info@ourfamilywizard.com
(866) 755-9991

Message Report
Generated: 02/07/2022 at 10:55 AM by IOAN GRUFFUDD
Number of messages: 1
Timezone: America/Los_Angeles
Parents: IOAN GRUFFUDD, Alice Evans
Child(ren): ELLA EVANS GRIFFITH, ELSIE EVANS GRIFFITH
Third Party: ANNE KILEY

Message 1 of 1

Ioan, I am lying here in be with Elsie who I can't get anything out of.

Apparently Banca is pregnant?

is this true?

I believe it came from one of her passive -aggressive Its where she said something like "all is good, baby,baby"

Listen - you are a very altruistic person - both of you, that you don't understand what the estrangement from the is doing and THEN the rumor of a
baby!!!!!!!!!

I am shocked and astonished and poor little Elsie is whimpering her beside me.

Let m tell you this: I will look after them to the end of my  days. I will give up everything for them. I will not engage in another relationship if they
approve (they haven't, so far)  I don't care if I never have a relationship again, as long as I do right by these two amazing girls.

You are a liar and a narcissist and as far as James thinks, a sociopath.

Do what you want to do. But looking after your first kids is THE LAW>

Also, remember that you4 current parkour has a debilitating, chronic,disease. But so do I!

What do you keep telling your minions on twitter to shriek that I need to get a job? I have two kids to look after ad I'm 50% bed bound.

"Why don't YOU get a job? "

Sent: 02/06/2022 at 09:04 PM
From: Alice Evans
To: IOAN GRUFFUDD (First Viewed: 02/07/2022 at 10:54 AM)

ANNE KILEY (First Viewed: Never)
Subject: Elsie

Page 1 of 1



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXHIBIT "G" 



Elsie had some kind of breakdown today.

It was so heartbreaking | though my own heart would give
out.

She held it in for a long time and we didn't know what was
wrong with her. Eventually she said that you had said you
were never coming in the pool with her again? Or you had
implied it?

Please let me know what has happened.

You have broken both their hearts by just leaving the house
they've lived in their whole lives so suddenly.

Please stop this and come to some agreement about
seeming them here. What you're doing to them now is
torture and it will stay with them forever.

We are begging you. This is akin to The Handmaids Tale.
It's devastating for them.

Wed, Mar 24, 7:03 PM

IOAN - 8 o'clock return for Elsie or I will raise hell.

You are exhausting her and using her as a pawn.

8pm. I will raise hell and yes that includes calling the police
if I need to. They are human beings.

I think you have seen what lengths I am prepared to go to
to protect my children.

You have seen it at Wagon Wheel and you have seen it at
Third Street. You have seen it with Elizabeth Valerio.

If somebody hurts them there is no END to what I will do.

Elsie was not just hurt today she was devastated.

45 minutes. Counting.

Wed, Mar 24,10:08 PM

Well done.
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Elsie was in tears yesterday because she missed Gloria.

But then she said 'only 4 more days to go'.

This is going to be a blow.

Fri, Apr 9, 7:41 PM

Starting next week you can have Ella and Elsie as much as
you like. |'|| just keep the Friday night and maybe one other.
This is roughly what I intend to suggest in mediation.

I have told the girls.

My Family Wizard does not work with the password abs
name you gave me.

So | am using texts with a screenshot technique that
calculates non-replies.

Sat, Apr 10, 12:58 AM

By the way, | am about to put Dena's threatening letter on
instagram for all to see. it is all set up, | just feel | should
run it by you like a journalist odes in case you would like to
add something. (Hi Dena! | know he's such a pussy he will
send this directly to youth the hope that you can smash
that naughty Alice.

If only you knew, Dena. If only you knew the real story.

The large part of the letter is about how you are prepared
to wrestle two happy lovely kids out of the hands of their
beloved Moma - uh, in an attempt to make people think
you are the GREATEST guy, whereas what you don't know
is that most people will find that abhorrent.

Oh, as far a s Gill is concerned | feel no anger towards her. |

am being paid upfront for a book about the village you
grew up in and how you and Math's families hated each
other, and course how you rMom had never grown out of a
child's mentality. Surprisingly, almost everyone | have
spoken to has been happy to talk. The main message is



that when people are as sick and non-treated as your
mother, abs when the whole family grey walls, or plays
flying monkeys to keep her afloat.My book will be damning.
Do all you want to stop its release. Maybe save some
money from your ridiculously expensive divorce -

I don't
know. But I plan to reveal your Mother's hideous actions to
the whole world, in the hope that it will help somebody
else.

Oh wait - but you don't have an iota of empathy, do you?
My therapist told me this after one session only.

So what this means is that you have never ever loved
anybody except yourself (or somebody who made you look
better)

l am only now realizing that you never ever felt anything
resembling love for me- whereas |, as recently as last
Christmas (after your mental abuse had started) was still
driving around LA feeling so goddamn HAPPY!
That I live in this place that I found you, that had these
kids.

| am sad about everything. But mostly sad that my joy has
gone.

20 years driving around LA. I FELT JOY. Every single time.

It must have been in some way connected to you because
it's done. It's gone. | don't feel like I will ever get it back.
My life now is a constant sadness. Just like Mum. What
could have been. as a family. Abs now never will.

Don't get rne wrong. | am Face-time dating a rich executive
from Disney abs although nothing has happened, and even
if I decide | don't want to - this is the way | plan to go.
Hollywood hard core, who can help me get to where I want,
who will ( and is already doing) praise my ideas instead of
being horribly annoyed abs frustrated by them abs almost
jealous and paranoid that you were not going to be able to
provide me with what I wanted. So sad because all I ever
wanted was you.

Too late now.
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Hey cogs do I have ordered Ella one of those Brita filter
cups.

She says she really doesn't like the water at your house so
| thought it would help her fear of being thirsty!

Also have ordered 48 La Croix passion fruit drinks! So she
can have a few in her bag next time she comes. O

| sent you a message on the Family Wizard! | love it!!!

Hey - you need to log into our family wizard.

Fri, Apr16, 10:45 AM

OMG Damian lost his wife! 9
OMFGIIIII

Helen died. | can't believe it. Poor Damian. Jesus.... His
poor kids! GQQ

Fri, Apr 16, 2:26 PM

Did you hear about this? What is wrong with you that you
would not respond?

Why are you so angry? Aren't you getting the divorce you
wanted? I'm stumped at your lack of compassion

Fri, Apr 16, 8:40 PM

Elsie said you were really upset about Helen. I'm sorry. | am
too. | know Damian is strong and will be fine but my GOD.
The world is cruel. He will never ever see her face again.
Seems almost impossible to fathom....

Fri, Apr 16, 10:59 PM

One other thing - did you know Harvey is demanding a
retrial?

They are asking us to all double up and give more details.



I've decided that now is the time to name Christian as the
agent who screamed at rne after | told him the Harvey
story of the previous night.

It's going to press for the weekend. If you have issues let
me know.

But you are no longer my husband. So it's not your fault if I

tell the truth, is it?

Oh and | learned this today: you won't ever be considered
for an award from the queen. You've committed the no-no
of all crimes - leaving your family.

One of my therapists said to rne today "I cannot believe he
chose his MOTHER, over the most incredible woman I've
ever met, AND his children" (he is gay).

I said I know. It goes very deep.

Sorry to bang on, but I can't understand why after so many
years of curating a wonderful career you would do the
WORST thing. The worst thing an actor could ever do. ( it's
one thing if you fell in love with somebody else, but to just
'Ieave your fanily high and dry'? (which is what you have
doneL

And alll for your Nmother? How can you love your selfish
Nmother more than your beautiful, love-filled kids ?

You used to look at Alun and Siwan abs feel bad for them.

Now you have given up everything that makes you
different! You now are the OLDEST single offspring of the
Griffiths family. I cringe at afar your future Christmases will
be like... and NO. NO FUCKING WAY are you taking MY
kids to spend Christmas in Wakes. Not EVER. You may as
well get that into your head now.

I will fight you to the court and back on that one.

NO. WALES. THEY HAD THEIR CHANCES.

All this because you hate ME?

Why?



Sat, Apr 17, 3:39 PM

Omfg....

Sat, Apr 17, 4:47 PM

Brentwood is AMAZING! | just totally had an out of body
experience with the girls

I will do WHATEVER IT TAKES to have them both schooled
there. I will literally wash toilets! | had such a terrible
school and it did so much harm to so many people around
me like Tone and other friends.. to be able to make a
difference to my kids is all l want really!

Sat, Apr 17, 9:23 PM

Can we share this moment please?

I'm not sure how ignoring me helps anything.

As you kept saying when you came home from Australia -

we have two kids together. We HAVE to communicate.

It's so ridiculous that you were the one that broke my heart
and upended my life yet you are still the one causing
problems.

What did you think? That | would just roll over and say ok
honey - let's make up a story that paints you in a good
light?

It's just nuts to me. You walked out on your family. There is
no way to sugar-coat it. |t doesn't matter what | ostensibly
'did' in your mind, how hurt your Mother supposedly is,
what I apparently wrote in an email to Siwan. IT DOESN'T
MATTER. What I DIDN'Tdo was cheat on you, neglect our
children, or ever prevent you from doing the jobs you
wanted.

Your inh is denendent nn vnll heina a familv man It's
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embarrassing now that everybody Is telling me you are
done. That nobody wants to imply you. That Dom West Is
at the top of the lists because he 'did the right thing'. And
by the way it doesn't matter what is really going on in the
relationship, for god's sake. It's about appearances. Jesus
Christ think of Cary grant and Rock Hudson. Why on
EARTH do you think Tom Cruise and John Travolta went to
such extents?

I'm increasingly angry that you have sabotaged your
career. Insanely angry. | GAVE UP my career for this. And
you throw it away because you feel a stronger connection
to Gill and Pete than you do to your own brethren? It's just
so confusing. You can see what they've done to Siwan and
Alun. You KNOW your Mum is a mental case. Why on earth
do you want to give up everything we've established for
the sake of somebody who doesn't even love you?

Why are you mad?

|'|| tell you what l think. I think you thought you could shut
me up with hi-falutin lawyers and Woody told you you
could turn this all around on me.

And you're FURIOUS, because | stayed up night after night
researching and eventually realized that Woody is a con-
man, and found a way to force you to drop him.

Do you realize who you're up against, dude? Do you realize
how much I have on you, and how little (nothing) | have to
lose?

If you want to fight l will dedicate my LIFE to fighting you
and | will WIN.

| am not only the smartest person in the room, but | am
also the person who has lost everybody. | have nothing left
to lose. So | have ZERO fear. l will share ANYTHING on
social media. I will write about everything. As a publicity-
nl-nl fin'l'nr +ha+ inn'+ Anni-l 'nr \lnll
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The only things I have left to lose are my two kids. And
they're my life's work. You think I'm going to lose them? If

you keep going on about schedules when we don't even
know what the fuck is going on about Gloria then maybe I

will decide to go to court for full custody (as Dena
threatened me so sweetly in her first email. Aww...)

They don't want to see you tomorrow. They say you are a

drag. (You are. You are the most depressing person | have
ever married) Once again I have told them | have to hand
them over. But they have so much more fun with me. They
were both saying that the shenanigans that happened
today on our trip to Brentwood would have never happened
with you because you would hav been silent and
'concentrating on your driving"

To draw a conclusion, you are JUST like your Mum. Instead
of EARNING your place as the fun parent, learning ways to
make people attracted to you, learnt o converse,
understand the social fucking contract etc etc you are
like Gill. You EXPECT everything because 'it is my right'.
You have no rights. Nobody does in relationships. .

| heard you so many times on the phone the other night
saying "this is my time!" DUDE - have you ever thought
how that sounds to a kid?

Then today Ella was really mad with you and then
something happened and she said "0k then I'm sorry/."

She's 11! She turned on a dime and said "ok then I'm
sorry!" Thats incredible!

And what did you do? Classic Narc. You turned it around
and tried to tell her she shouldn't have called you angry in
the first place. You tried to teach her a lesson - a lesson
which benefitted you.

No. It's not always the best idea to ask something politely .

Sometimes coming in strong is the best way to go. (Unless
you want our kids to resemble your family?)

Instead of being gracious that she said sorry you TURNED
IT AROUND ON HER! (And we have this on video) | mean
falll ahnllf a ('nllld \lnll nnf can chm had Anna a 1Q"



Can we have Elsie please?

Can I speak to Elsie please?

Mon, May 3, 8:19 PM

So - just FYI - I have left word for Rosalie about putting the
house on the market.

It's not really a good time to sell, but we have to. It's either
the divorce or the house. | think the divorce is much more
important - the kids will be fine as long as you are happy.

My 100k from England has been put into a separate
account. | will use it to pay for Gloria and the school for one
year. I will find somewhere to live - perhaps somebody
from the UK who has a house here that is not using it and
can rent it to me for less than the going rate.

I am starting discussions with Bravo and others about
reality tv. It's totally icky. I'm not committing to anything
but there HAS to be a way for me to make money to
improve the lives of the kids.

Joe told me you were no longer being touted for jobs, that
you were back in 'the pool' of auditioning actors. At a time
like this loan, there is absolutely no hope for you of getting
any decent job through auditioning. You know that as well
as I do. l would suggest you interview new agents and
managers but l doubt you'll have the balls to do that.

That said, | understand your happiness is more important
than anything and l will do whatever it takes to help you
achieve that. v

By the way - send the above text to Dena and you will be
paying $500 for the pleasure.

$500 is 1/100 of Brentwood fees for the year.

How many emails have you sent to Woody and Dena with
the sole aim of whining about what l say?

How can that be more important than the quality of your
kids lives?



Let me know if you meed any more info.

Last thing.

My lawyer said that when one party doesn't want to speak
to the other it is because they are fearful that the other
person wants to engage in order to get back together.

Cogs -
| wouldn't get back together with you if they paid

me a million dollars.

| don't mean this to be unkind, | just want you to know that
so that you can understand that my attempts to contact
you are part of necessity and nothing else.

The house you have left is on a mess. It's not a good look
for you to leave me with everything ( and no help, no
nanny) because you can't be bothered to come over and
do the work.

Please be better. There is absolutely NO CHANCE of us
reuniting.

Tue, May 4, 9:42 PM

Wait - so you are telling Elsie EVERYTHING?

But Ella told me you freaked at her and told her she wasn't
allowed to mention lawyers?

What exactly do you want?

Because there is NO WAY, after all I have worked for, that
my kids are going to grow up in a two room apartment with
gray walls , no views and nothing in it. NO WAY.

What do all your threats to sue for full custody mean?

Why would you threaten that? Do you know how it will look
publicly? I did nothing wrong. You left us. You cutoff
contact with me. Now you're suing for full custody. How do
you explain that in interviews?



My greatest fear is that your career is over and that I will
have to pick up the pieces. | will have to find a way to make
the money we need to continue in the lifestyle the kids are
used to.

Maryellen and ICM are doing you zero favors dude. But you
will never challenge them. Jesus fucking christ.

But hey -
| have to laugh. You took on the most fearless

woman in the world. Did you think your hot-shot lawyers
would help you beat me? Ha ha ha! Not in a million years!

Ha ha ha ha. l will never give up fighting. l love my kids and
have proved it. Every single night in 12 years | have woken
up at 4am and checked her/their breathing.

You? You have been away for 80% of their lives.

Because you needed a job. So go get one. I've done my
part. Now do yours.

Try to understand.

You did LIAR.

You were able to do it because the whole world knew that
you were a family man who loved his wife and kids.

Now you've done a 180. And all I am getting in DMs and
emails is desperate upset from fans because they can't
believe what you've done. Nobody thought you capable of
being such an asshole.

( And to be fair, you haven't come up with a decent reason
either).

WHAT CAN | SAY????

| need you to work as much as you do.

| need to pay bills, to fix TVs and Hoover's...

You need to get a job. We both had a part in the raising of a
family and that was yours.

I'm rlninn m\/ inh l hrnllnhf fhncn nirlc Iln Pnmnlpfpl\/ nn mv
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own. And | succeeded and until last August when you lost
your mind they were both perfectly happy all the time.

Your face and body now look hideous to me. l am starting
on dating apps ( not had the balls to actually go live yet)
because l want to find a man who really loves me after
being deprived of that for 20 whole years. l am convinced o
still have time, and my personality will shine through. l have
no idea why the hell I fell in love with you. Biggest mistake
if my life. ( except for the kids)

I just feel angry at the moment because I feel that at 52,
looking the way I do and with my smarts, | have the
capacity to fall in love with a really clever guy who will
match me intellectually.

But I'm not allowed Twitter or lnstagram, and we're in a

pandemic.

So I can't move on.

Hard for me to think that wasn't deliberate.

Doesn't matter.
I've seen your emails to 'Woody'. Nothing will ever change
the horror and betrayal l experienced reading those.

Wed, May 5,10:37 AM

Also - every time you send my texts to your lawyer to
whine about how mean I am we pay $500.

And if she then sends them to my lawyer it's another 500.

I am keeping a list of how many times you do it.

Because it serves no purpose at all! We're trying to FIX
this. Not stir up more shit.

You should be communicating with me about the kids.

You should be fixing the 20 odd things that arent working
in their house.

Instead you're throwing money at lawyers to try to stir up



Here!!

FFsn
How can you be so annoying?

Fri, May 14, 8:43 PM

Perfect. Thank you.

Would the Sproutlet be free for a chat sometime before
going to bed this evening please?

Sat, May 15, 6:38 PM

So - the Sproutlet told me she doesn't want to do Beyond
the Bell.

She says that the boys who do it are quite naughty and she
is very nervous about it.

That leaves you with two options. You can either pick her
up at normal time, or you can offer me First Right of
Refusal.

| think you should also apologize to her for trying to force
this on her

Sat, May 15, 8:16 PM

I mean, basically you have failed everybody. Haven't you.
Have you told Gill and Pete that you have bankrupted
yourself?

I think somebody should

I will do it now

Oh dear. No answer. That's BAD. Hey Dena!!! Did you hear
what she did to me?
Dena: (dollar signs in her eyes) Tell me my baby. Show me
where she hurt you!!!"

Kerching kerching kerching



Sun, May 16, 12:20 PM

IOAN - PLEASE LISTEN.

Elsie doesn't want to go to Beyond the Bell. Gloria will pick
her up and take her to the park for a little bit.

What time would you like Gloria to drop her at your house?

You need to pick a time.

It will be 4pm, because at 4.30pm she has to take her
chemotherapy doses.

Send this to the Queefster if you want.

| would like you to pay me back for every single letter to a

lawyer you have sent where you could have simply spoken
to me instead.

Sun, May 16, 2:14 PM

Our application for Beyond the Bell will take a few days to
process. We only submitted it to the school late Friday.

Please let Elsie know that I shall be picking her up from
school tomorrow at 10:30 am as per the new plan laid out
in Diane's summary which I've input into the i Cal.

If it's agreeable with you, I shall ask Gloria to look after
Elsie on Tuesday during the scheduled mediation at
3:30pm if she is available.

Thank you.

Please don't patronize me with that asinine 'Thank you'
thing you learned from your monther.

Elsie is very upset. She and Gloria had made elaborate
plans for their first afternoon together.

Dnnr Flgin



You will need to apologize to her for putting your needs
over and above hers. (Actually you have put your needs
over and above the needs of every single person you have
ever come across. Think about it!)

Yes, on Tuesday Gloria can pick her up if you like and take
her to the park and then back to your place.

That way Elsie gets to go to the park with the person she
loves most in her life and has not seen for 2 months.

Respectfully, please stop making plans for the children
during my time to have custody. It causes confusion and
upset for them. Thank you.

HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA
HA HA HA HA

You're the only one upsetting the children.

I think you are in dire need of psychiatric help.

We all do.

It's frightening for all of us. We just want you to go away
and let us get on with our lives.

ONE YEAR now you've been desperately trying to disrupt
my beautiful family.

You WILL NOT make them crazy like you. Not if it takes
every last breath | have in my body.

Mon, May 17, 4:06 PM

Cogs have you watched Halston on Netflix?

It's great, but all | could think of was how much better you
would have been in that role!

But please don't give me that bullshit about custody and
telling you what to do.



You're a very weak father, incapable of love.

I will spend the rest of my life making sure those two
incredible little people don't get fucked over by you the
way | did.

Mon, May 17, 8:57 PM

OMG! You brown-noser! You emailed DIANE?

$99
Do you not think you should do therapy to find a way to
approach conflict without resorting to ostensible
"authorities"?

You know - like your mother always said "but it was the
neighbour!" Or "but my father told me not to take those
tablets!" Or "But I read it in the original Welsh!"

|t seems to rne that the "I'm telling my Mummy/Daddy]
Teacher what you said is a sign that you haven't grown up.

You have consistently demonstrated the same weakness in
the past with your agents. You have never told them off, let
alone fire them, unless under extreme pressure. And even
when you DID 'fire' them 8 years ago you were confused
when they told you they were quite happy to fire you... fl
For example, Joey accidentally let out to rne last week that
MEM had you back "in the pool". That nobody was actually
PITCHING you for anything, that you were back
auditioning. But auditioning NOW is nothing like it was 5
years ago. Because anybody can send in, so people don't
even notice who is a star and who isn't.

SO - would it not be a good idea to have a talk with ICM
and Mem, and ask why you are back in the pool (a la Ian

Sommerville) and not on the lists (like Stellan's kids, like
random mediocre actors like EDDIE CIBRIAN, Josh
Duhamel etc) |t doesn't have to be accusative, you just
need to ask why it's happening and what you can do to
help.

l Inch nllhamol ic \Alifh Farrahinn h\l fhn \Alml l�ln rlnocn'f
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Sun, May 23, 4:14 PM

Elsie is here right now. Can she call you later when she is
warm and dry please. Thank you.

Please stop saying 'Thank you'.

Ella tells rne you are harsh and abusive with her when she
doesn't say it.

And here you are using it in a putridly condescending
manner to indicate superiority.



You are not superior to me in any shape of form.

Thanks to me, your career lasted as long as it did even
though you never lifted a finger to help yourself. You could
have said thank you then, and meant it.

But you didn't.

Now we're all waiting to see how long it takes you to get a
job without my help. So far it's been 18 months.

Oh, and Kevin Spacey is back at work. So please ask Dena
and Mem to stop the pathetic rumor that my tweet has
stopped you getting work.

You've literally NEVER had to chase a job, have you?

And now, conveniently, as your career comes to an end,
even now you have get-out clause: it was my ex-wife who
ruined my career by tweeting!

Sure. Charlie Sheen. James Franco. Noel Clarke. Harvey
Weinstein.

Hollywood - that great bastion of morality!!

Your career isn't ending because of a tweet! ( hello, Terry
Cruse)

It's ending because your manager doesn't believe in you!
She TOLD me this! Jesus Christ we went through all this
once already. When they lose interest, LEAVE!!

You are being played, my friend.

If you don't find a job or a second career soon then we
WILL have to go to court. For wasting family money on
daily $1k emails to a psycho-lawyer, when your kids need
college funds, school fees, a nanny they love more than us,
a house where at least some appliances work, clothes,
presents at Christmas, birthdays.

If you spend another DIME on whining to Dena about the
thinds I've said. l will take vou to court for inappropriate
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use of family funds.

Oh, and three of our rich friends have backed me for a loan
if I need to fight back after I showed them the
correspondence from Dena.

We have all the accounts from Wayne and are making lists
of the amount of times you have whined to Dena and been
charged between 500 and $1k+ for it.

Nothing to do with separation of assets, the kids, child
support. No. Just because you think she's your Mommy.

Ella is TERRIFIED you will spend all our money on lawyers,
as people like you do, and that come Aug 31st she will not
be allowed into Brentwood. (Apparently you have treated
her with this once or twice too. That goes against every
single parenting advice I've ver heard)

So anyway. Please call Dean tomorrow to whine. It will
leave you with even less money. Then, when it's time, l will
tell the world how you spent all your money being a pussy
and trying to get lawyers to FORCE me and Ella (and poor
Elsie, who DREADS going to your house) to do want you
want.

I will do this as soon as | am ready. If you want l can include
the info that you are a cocaine addict (and | already have s/
o from Harrow who is prepared to give testimony)

Up to you.

OH!! Somebody very close to Miguel is also happy to
testify!

I have done SO MUCH WORK.

You need to sit this out and worry about it. Really rally
worry like I have had to do for the past 10 months.

Because if you call the Queefster, OR Diane about anything
I've said lnnt that I'm ashamed nf anv nf it) than I will



immediately show them the pics and the video testimonies
of your drug habit that you have had since before | met
you.

Try me.

Oh and I want the Elselet back.

NO WAY I am going to risk permanent damage by this
stupid 5 day thing you have read in some book. I'm happy
to talk about this in mediation. But | can't sit by and let her
be damaged by you to the extent that you, Siwan and Alun
were damaged by your mother. I've dedicated my life to
making these two girls happy. That's all | want for them.

You are incapable of happiness or of feeling love for
another person. (I know this - because | have spent 20
entire years with you and the whole time | felt sad and
inexplicably unhappy and it wasn't until you REALLY
showed your true colors that | realized you have NEVER
loved me!) What a fucking idiot | have been. No way it's
going to happen to my kids.

Funny that all this is happening at the same time that your
acting career is ending.

There must be some connection.

You could have had it all! (Like your ex-friend Hoi Boi who
hated you ALREADY when | met you, because you were a
selfish narcissist.)

You could have had a lovely wife and family, and a fantastic
career, a lovely house, everything you wanted.

Now you're going to spend the rest of your days in a tiny
box, begging people for money or for bit parts in films, or
day-time tv. Signing autographs, maybe (BUT NOT
INNOVATING, BECAUSE YOUR'E AGAINST THAT) with a

family consisting of three kind, lovely women who left you
because they didn't want to be shouted at any more.

Meanwhile Margaret Gillian James Bowen Griffiths is
JUMPING FOR JOY!

YOU DID IT!



YOU CHOSE MUMMY!

Think about where Matthew Rhys stands now, in every
possible manner - beautiful stunning wife; adorable family;
nominated pretty much ever year for SOMETHING,
because he has the greatest agent ever and is so talented;
being a great raconteur on talk shows instead of putting on
a Welsh accent and talking about his parents and his sister
every time; NEVER having slagged off his wife in a chat
show; not being afraid to be himself and make a fool of
himself (ie The Wine Show); going on fabulous holidays
and taking the time to set them up; treating his wife like a
Queen....

And minted. Never has to work again.

It's funny, I've worked SO hard to get where I am.

...but sometimes you just back the wrong horse.fl
Oh also: NEVER HAVING THREATENED TO TAKE A
PERSON WHO LOVED HIM TO COURT.

I think that's probably one of the best ways to sort the
gems from the coal.

Good people don't threaten to take their wives to court out
of the blue.

Dena's letter will be in the British press before I die.

And you won't have any money left to sue me.

I even have a witness that you STOPPED ME FROM
PUSHING Elsie out for 4 or 5 minutes until you had finished
brushing your teeth'll'"

Believe me, the whole ROOM was shocked about that.
Almost as much as they were when | started dying and you
didn't so much as look over!

Oh! One last thing - do you want to write to Alun to break



the news that he has to sell his flat?

l don't mind doing it - but | will tell the truth.

ALL our assets have to be on the table, Coglet. But yours
mostly, because you're the one who wants to go to court,
and that will cost at LEAST $200k.

l will talk to Wayne tomorrow. Maybe he can call Alun.

Do you have anything to do with Siwan's flat too? If so she
needs to be made aware she'll be honeslss because of
your narcisssim

l have put a call into Gill and Pete - they are going to call
me back. Just to check you haven't lent them anything.
They're quite upset that you are throwing money at this
instead of saying all the money for the kids college (they
now will NOT be able to go) and sorting it out between us.

My car insurance will double.

l have pre-existing conditions, so my medical insurance will
be around $2k per month and THEN you're going to have
to pay for every visit, plus eventual deductibles.

When you divorce, you lose Capital Gains Tax on the
house, so that's about $300k.

If you throw rne out of the house, l will call all the tabloids
in the UK.

There is NO going back now though. l just think you should
know what you've gotten yourself into. You think you have
a bad reputation now?

Lol! You think once it's over l will stop talking???G
l am going to dedicate the rest of my life to spreading
awareness of what you have done.

Oh shit l forgot! l have you on tape talking about the cast/
crew of Harrow and how many grams of cocaine they
bought!



You should warn them. Especially Denly because l really
like him. But hey - it's your decision to go to court and |

can't really hide evidence, can I?

By the way - ALL these texts are caused by your decision
to undertake this divorce with animosity and without
speaking to me.

Poor Elsie even had to CORRECT you in the car. FFS. This
will definitely be brought up.

Sun, May 23, 9:18 PM

So no Elsie today?

You broke the rules AGAIN?

Mon, May 24,12i10 AM

Alice. You agreed in mediation that you would not contact
me unless it was absolutely necessary regarding the
children. This is harassment and abuse. It must stop
immediately.

Call the lawyers then.

And show what a man you are.

A man who would spend $1.5k to protect his feelings.
$1.5k that his kids will be deprived of.

Actually more, because then |'|| HAVE to tell them about all
the constant cocaine. Which wi|| lead to a much worse
week with much worse consequences and a lot more
lawyer back and forths. fl

Wed, May 26, 9:48 PM



The girls wanted me to send this to you.

Had they not, | would not have sent it nor will I ever,
according to the ministry rules.

Mon, May 31, 9:10 AM

Hi. Just checking to see if you are coming over this
morning. It's our first time doing this exchange on a non
school day. It was from 9 am that | had the girls on non
school days. Seeing as this is the first time doing this,l can
help come collect Elsie as | am so close. Please let me
know. Thank you.

Mon, May 31,11:28 AM

I would like to check in on the above please. | am available
to come to collect Elsie. | am also at my home if you would
like to drop her off here. Thank you.

Mon, May 31, 3:00 PM

OH SHIT!

Sorry!

Elsie is all cwtched up now. Do you want to pick her up
tomorrow morning and take her to school?

Mon, May 31, 5:14 PM

Please take Elsie to school tomorrow and I shall pick her up
from school at 11am. Thank you.

Mon, May 31, 9:08 PM

Great.

And after that | would like a session with Diane in order to
discuss me getting full custody.

"Thank you"



FFS. You know that your mother writes that all the time?

I want full custody. | want the house. | want spousal
support and child support. | want my medical bills and
insurance paid. Car insurance too. Half of your life
insurance. Half of your savings. Half of what you earn in
the future.

I won't give up. You'll have to sue rne. But you won't even
win, because you have never looked after the kids. And if I

need to, |'|| borrow money from friends to hire shark
lawyers. | have never spent more than 3 nights away from
them. You have spent 80% of their lives away from them. I

BROUGHT THEM UP.

Jesus loan - STOP playing games! You're in some fantasy
world where Dena and Gill are sucking your nob and telling
you you are in the right. You're absolutely NOT in the right.
You walked out on your family. You won't even help them
with the shit they have to do at home. THE HOUSE IS
FALLING TO PIECES AND I AM SORTING lT OUT. You don't
care about rne or them or how we live. Imagine NOT caring
how bad the situation was at your kid's house??

That is the first signal of a total narcissist. The other two
are a) not caring about sex or if they are giving their
partner pleasure (you never did - not once) and b)
pretending to like animals when you don't (Gloria wi||

testify about this)

You have broken my heart and it's very very hard to build it
back up. But I will.



I have put signs everywhere saying "sewage, do not use"
and hopefully the bath with hold out. Some of your stuff is
on the floor because we were boxing it - l have put it out to
dry. Is there anything in particular in that closet that we
should put in another room? It may (and | mean may not
'might well' turn into one of those things that happened
when Rachel was here and the whole house flooded.

| don't get that feeling.

And anyway, as you've made clear, this house is nothing
more to do with you.

| just thought | should keep you in the know, since the last
thing | want on top of all of this is Dena fucking Kleeman
claiming I'm ruined some of your precious shirts or what
not

Thu, Jun 17, 8:26 PM

Do you want to nkow how it went? Or are you not bothered
about your stuff?

By the way I am taking the girls on a two week vacation to
the seaside this summer. | will tell you about it through
Diane, if that's still the only way you can bear to hear my
voice!

We have rented a little cottage in Devon.

Thu, Jun 17, 10:23 PM

Now first of all, are you enjoying taking NO CARE for your
kids welfare whatsoever? That's good. That's the way it's
been since they wren tiny.

You told Ella to "please stop Mummy from stopping you
from seeing me". ls this Allan? Or is this Ivy? Or is this Dena
and her Coven (with Woody in the background? Elsie also
mentioned you had told her to say that "Mummy won't let
Ella see you." In your dreams, loser. Ella doesn't want to
see you because you don't give a shit about her. Give her
some fucking credit, for christ's sake.

Anyway no worries, because Ella recorded the entire
conversation. (Where you said "But it's Mummy who's
sfnnninn vnll frnm seainn m9 rinhf'? And she save" Nnl Whv
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go after those who have evidence against you before
provoking them?

Sun, Jun 20, 6:36 AM

Go ahead. Send this to Dena for $1k. A thousand dollars
that you could have put towards our kids college fund.
(Which they will definitely now not have).

Go ahead. Tell Dena "look what Alice said about the
prenup. Look how mean she is to me. How dare she be
upset about us fucking her over completely? How dare she
say unkind things to Little Lord Fauntleroy.

Please do it. Because every time you do, your lawyer
complains to my lawyer. And my lawyer sends me the
whiny complaint. And | keep it.

| just can't believe you made me think I was signing
something that waS protecting ME, and all this time - 14
years - you knew | had signed away almost all my spousal
support. How could you live with yourself? How could you
live with me? Whose idea was it to do something so
heinous?

These texts will just continue unless you agree to talk to
me.

You can complain to all the lawyers you like.

| am perfectly happy to have these texts printed in every
newspaper in the world. Because | didn't threaten to take
your kids away, and | didn't walk out on you, and | didn't
spend all the kids college funds on litigators, and I'm not
refusing to speak to you. Your actions are FAR more
vindictive than the texts of a person living in grief and fear
and daily sadness.

Sun, Jun 20, 7:04 PM

"Family unit ripped to shreds. For no reason". Quote.

"Those poor young girls"

Mon, Jun 21, 11:01 AM



We all know how you feel about me. It's very hurtful for me
but | can deal with it. Let's concentrate on trying to
mitigate the psychological effects on these sweet, sweet
babies. Let's try to work as a team.

Sat, Jun 26, 6:53 AM

Oh God we're going to lose her too. She's desperate. |

don't know who to call. Please help

If no amount of reason will work with you I'm going to have
to reach out to other people. For God's sake. Help me.
Help your kids. If you want to BE their Dad, then help them
get through this without putting yourself first.

If you're just reading these I think she's ok. She seems to
be asleep, finally. | am going to try to have a couple of
hours myself before | check back to see what has
happened with Tone. There is no need to panic.

Sat, Jun 26, 9:13 PM

"Intention to interfere with loan's employment"???

HA HA HA HA HA

Why? Why would I want less money for my kids?

I am printing and framing this. Along with the other gems
from your lawyer. You should definitely keep her. She is just
like you.



So I'm about to give a kidney to my brother. I'm unsure as
to whether I will have a house or my kids in a year's time
(Dena's emails suggest you are considering suing for full
custody) | gave up everything to have your kids and am
now too old to get back into the workforce. l lost the
greatest love of my life, my best friend, the person | told
everything to, the person | valued most in the world, the
only person | can share my pride about my children with.
Every day | have to resist the urge to text you with a funny
anecdote or something sweet the kids did. On top of that I

have to constantly reassure my kids that their life is not
ruined.

And now crazy lawyer wants me to give up my First
Amendment rights and gag me so that | can't even speak
about my experiences?

Why would | do that?

You're just making it worse and worse. You're behaving like
a victim when in fact you're the perpetrator.

I will NEVER agree not to speak.

Oh and I hear you are considering a restraining order to
stop me texting you. My advice? DO IT! I thin that when
you are on your death bed looking back it will be one of
your proudest moments.

Sun, Jun 27,12:19 AM

| look over at my Elsie and my Emma and | am SO GLAD I

pushed for these two exquisite beings. They're both next
to me now, full of love, as is this entire house. Ella we knew
we wanted - we HAD to have a baby. Elsie was almost not
had - similar to Emma. Love is such a wonderful thing.

0mg | am in heaven. This is all I ever wanted (plus you, but
| now see that that's no longer a possibility) I am writing my
notes my computer and I hear little Emma's short breaths
beside me... next to her Elsie's slightly longer ones, and
then a very slightly jealous Ella (!) on the sofa in the living
room coming in everv half hour to give e hugs. I am in



Iioan

Elsie wants to sleep a little bit late if she manages to. ( she
usually doesn't)

She wants me to ask you if SHOULD she manage to sleep
until say 9.30 or 10am, would it be ok for us to leave her
sleeping and for her to arrive a tiny bit late at yours.

Please let me know ASAP.

Anything?

Seriously are you going to answer this? Yes or no?

Let's stick to the agreement of 9am.

To the detriment of your daughter's health?

I'm not even going to tell her you've answered that way.
She was so sure you'd rather she got enough sleep. She
said "I know he will be ok with it but I think it's polite to ask
him"

Sat, Jul 3, 7:19 PM

Hey there -
I have never spent a July 4th without my

Sprout and I'm feeling ever so nervous and terribly sad
about it.

Do you think we can share her tomorrow? Q

No? Ok. | understand you have taken her away from me to
show me how much control you and Gill have.

Thing is, the pain of having a daughter taken away NEVER
ever dies. People spend their entire lives fighting. My job
was to look after them and | was doing a really really good
job.



I think we should litigate.

Then I wi|| be able to tell people exactly the things your
Morn said to me and Ella with impunity. EVERTHING is on
the record. I'm tired of this shit.

| have wanted to take your Mam to court for at least 10
years. Everybody stopped me. They said I would lose you.

Well. Now I HAVE lost you! So l really need to publicize the
vicious, verbal and physical attacks that I have taken from
your mother. (Yes physical) I have at least 20 from the
wedding who have signed forms.

She needs to know she can't get away with this forever.

PS: TWO of my signees are from your extended group!
Quick! Call Mummy and Daddy like you did when I tweeted!
Cry to them! Be the opposite of a man!

PS: These are not threats. | am not asking you for anything.
This is WHAT IS GOING TO HAPPEN. Whatever you do. Do
yo see the difference?

It's more like tormenting you that threatening you.
Tormenting you like you have tormented me by making me
feel useless and ugly and adept at nothing for the best 20
years of my life.

Telling me I was stupid and a terrible actress and fat and
not that pretty and FUCK me now I see you doing it to Ella!
STOP!!!! Please!

PS: You know what, l am actually anticipating Dena's blood
pressure rising when she reads these $2,000 texts. She
will be SO MAD! She might have to go off and buy herself a
new car

Sat, Jul 3, 9:18 PM

These are the things I want to sue for:

Your mother called me a prostitute twice. Once in front of a
big group of people once infant of my daughter! (That is
defamation. What I did with you is not defamation because
I said you were leaving and then you DID leave. If you'd



U

Also there is water dropping off the roof constantly and it
hasn't even been raining. We have had the house snaked
twice in the last few weeks and | don't know if maybe they
broke a pipe.

It's so loud it wakes me up even with the plugs!

Sun, Jul4, 10:11 AM

I'm sorry I sent ranting texts last night.

|'|| try really hard not to do it any more.

I'm just really upset and sad Q

I miss her so much.

Please dont waste another $1k sending them to Dena.

Trust me - you have way more than enough ranting
messages to hang me with in the courtroom.

Mon, Jul 5, 9:56 PM

Screenshot of your last message.

Abs that you don't think Elsie would like to say hello to me
on July 4th.

Holy mackerel.

I want 7O -30'when you get back.

Wed, Jul 7, 5:58 PM

You want to SELL THE HOUSE????

ARE YOU OUT OF YOUR TINY MIND?

The kids CHILDHOOD?

And me? That would posh me right out of town into
Woodland Hills or something. Just to get a rental I can
affnrd



OI IUIU-

No fucking way. The house is a deal-breaker.

If you insist on selling it, then there is no point in me or the
kids being here at all. We will return to England and start
again.

You've wasted ALL our fucking savings on the wrong
|awyers!!

My god you fuvking idiot.

Everybody knows to AVOID those lawyers but you just fell
right in. Because they stroked your ego.

All that time | spent SAVING MONEY!!!! | could cry!!!

I'm going on Twitter to see if there is anybody who can put
me up.

I can't live like this any more.

| need to know where I'll be this time next year. So do the
kids.

Also the fans are going to start a Go Fund Me.

Kids both bawling their eyes out about losing their house.

WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOU? Are you incapable of loving
them? Of giving them what your parents gave you?

There is no way I can afford to live in Los Angeles on what
the heinous prenup gives me.

I've spent weeks. There is just no way.

So either I move to a nearby state ( but then what is the
point?)

Or I move them back to England.



You can Tlgnt all you want but you NttD me to IooK atter
them while you work. I have done this for 10 years. Jesus
fucking Christ you must be made of stone.

When | look at all our colleagues, making things work,
giving stuff up for each other.. ( Kerry went and did
THEATRE in DENMARK for God's sake) | cannot believe
how self-centered you are. Do your kids mean nothing? Did
| ever mean anything?

I don't think so.

I think the only person you want to impress is the one who
gave birth to you and that will never change.

Look - do what you want.

But I will fight you till my last breath. I will never, ever stop
fighting. l wi|| use every trick in the book. And I will win.
Because I have done nothing wrong. Not ever, in your
regard, except adore you and the same goes for my kids.

Go ahead. Take it to court.

Thu, Jul8, 12:45 AM

Hey cogs guess what I'm getting a full on litigator!!!

Somebody who will study everything you have done and
find cracks in you just like the Evil Demon has been doing
to me for four months.

I tried to mediate. l would have loved to have kept all our
requests out of the public eye. But a litigator like Dena
NFFDR fn havp mmrvfhinn niihlir



I give up.

Go ahead.

May the best man win.

( and when I say win, I mean a fight that I never wanted and
never started. I would have been perfectly happy with a

separation. But no.. you brought the evil in. And now we
can never go back. Please, always remember this).

Thu, Jul 8, 6:38 AM

Sell our home so that you can have your mid-life crisis?

Where would I live?

What would be the point in me living in LA? None at all!

| don't work here. I stay here while you work. If I'm in a

crappy apartment why would I stay here? It's the most
expensive city in the US. You've spent ALL our fucking
money on the worst lawyers and your man box. And
furniture. Why did you have to bring my life crashing down
with yours? And the kids?

I'm reaching out to all our rich friends today to see if I can
get a loan. Then I am going to start accepting the offers
from the newspapers to tell my story.. There is already a

bidding war. This house costs next to NOTHING compared
to what it is. Wayne was CRYING on the phone.

I am crying. For our kids.

You should turn around now and say you are sorry. To all of
us. Then you should get out of that ridiculous mid-town
apartment and find one in the valley.

Then we should look into converting the garage so that you
can stay there. I'm going to call you today. l need you to
pick up. Ok?

Thu, Jul 8, 11:50 AM

IOAN. WE NEED TO TALK.



You think | am going to go away quietly and live in a small
flat and agree to stay quiet? It's never going to happen.

So if you stop spending now, we don't have to do Ella the
injustice of pulling her out of Brentwood.

DO THE RIGHT THING

Mon, Jul 12, 11:33 AM

Pick up the phone you coward.

Pick up the phone.

Pick up the phone

Fuck this.

I'm tweeting.

You've done it again. Congrats.

I am coming over to your house.

Your children have no bathtub.

We have no kitchen sink.

I have had Julian round. I have paid him. He fucked
everything up

These texts are not helping you.

Call me. Please. Just call me.

Ok I'm calling the police to escort me to your house.

Mon, Jul12,1:03 PM

IOAN - do you want t your kids to have a house?

WE ARE LOSING THE HOUSE.



How will you tell them?

We will NEVER get back in the market to find a place like
this.

It's for THEM.

NOT FOR US.

JESUS FUCKING CHRIST.

What is wrong with you?

Do you want to have everybody know that you lost your
kids' home because you couldn't sit down and talk to your
wife?

Mon, Jul 12, 9:58 PM

How do we find new soul mates?

I've tried. Nobody has come close to you Q
So far....

Everybody tells me | won't be single for longer than 5
minutes and that all their male friends are asking about me
but I'm just not quite feeling it yet.

Maybe it takes longer than we thought

| ran into somebody we both used to know the other day.
Quite well. I won't say the name because it would be
embarrassing. He said he was sorry to hear that 'the
plague' had hit me too (I was confuse for a few seconds)
and then he talked about his own divorce for way too long,
and then he said "don't worry - everything happens for a
reason" and for some reason ljust burst into tears. At
WHICH.... He said oh I'm so sorry did | upset you? You
gotta move forward babe, not back' and decided it was a
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to know.

Can you help?

Fri,Jul16, 12:45 PM

Hey - do you have time to come over this weekend to put
me on tape for this J-Lo film?

| can't do it on my own and nobody else is around.

It's only 2 tiny scenes A.

Fri,Jul16, 1:52 PM

WTF loan? So Barbara tells me you wanna litigate? Tell me
yes or no because if so | have to get my web site up asap.
Fuck this audition

And now I have to call Diane to tell her you misunderstood.
Jesus fucking christ.

Are you coming to help me with the fucking tape or not?

Are you?

Are you?

You know that one day - in the not too distant future, you
will NEED me. You will need my help for something. You do
know that, right?

You will NEED me to say yes to something or to bring the
children somewhere. Or to allow you to take them
somewhere. The more you bully me and demean rne the
much less likely it is | will EVER help you in the future

Fri, Jui 16, 4:43 PM

0k. Everything is now fucked up because Ella is VERY
upset about not being able to attend Brentwood.

What a horrible man you are. Why would you do this NOW?
I have told her she can go to Brentwood for at LEAST one
year (with my savings) if Gloria will stay with her in your



flat.

Meanwhile we have a realtor coming over tomorrow to
make a rough appraisal of how much we'll get for it and
how much that would leave us. (After all the stuff we need
to fix l think l wi || get $300k and you will get about $700k.
Fucking IDIOTIC when you think the house will be worth
$5mil|ion in a few years, but hey - l've been living with
loser loan for TWENTY YEARS and your decisions are
ALWAYS TERRIBLE. So l'll see what they say, and see if
there's a way to fight this. If there's not, hey - let it go. You
will STILL have to come up with around $300k for ME every
year. So the money yo'll get from the house won't go very
far. (Oh and if you don't pay I will sue your ass in court.
With great pleasure)

SO.. I'm asking Mamgu and Tadcu about houses in South
Wales. l think the best would be (if Ella doesn't want to
leave LA) that l go to find a place in England with Elsie, get
her set up at a school. (Welsh medium, of course - no.
kidding) And then Ella can be with you or Gloria in your
little flat while this house gets sold.

It's a far cry from what we WANTED, my plan, which was to
RENT this house or to EXTEND it, but to keep hold of it
whilst finding other ways to make money. But I've done
nothing but turn into a loser since I've been with you - and
if this is the las thing you make me use then so be it. At
least l'll be rid of you indefinitely.

l want Elsie back after three days. 0k?

Click to Download
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I'm going to keep on going. l can't live like this any more.
You are a fucking torturer.

More tweets coming up. KILL ME if you want. Do what the
heck you want. You've taken away my joy, my life, my
bonus, my career my children and my love. WHAT THE
l-I IAII I I IA|IF I \II'I III-\I- A I



Damian: l know. But the fact that he loved her so so so
much. And she was so flawed. But he didn't care. It's
changed my whole opinion of him

There are more but | need to think them carefully through
before l tell you them in case you bump into them

Tue, Jul 20, 3:25 PM

Hey Elsie!

Can you please tell loan that Ella has therapy tomorrow at
1pm, so she would need to be picked up around 2 or a little
later. Maybe 2.15pm - 2.30pm.

Love you baby. Can't WAIT to see you tomorrow!

Mummy. xxxxxxx

Wed, Jul21, 12:24 PM

Hey Elsie.

Can you tell Daddy that The Beanster won't be able to go
roller-skating today cos she has a really heavy period.

She is very sorry.

Maybe daddy could send her some love v but

Text Message

Hey Elsie.

Can you tell Daddy that The Beanster won't be able to go
roller-skating today cos she has a really heavy period.

She is very sorry.

Maybe daddy could send her some love v but

iMessage
Wed, Jul 21, 7:06 PM

loan- this is about the children so it should be allowed and
not contribute to your 'list of reasons you would walk
across the street to avoid me' ( by the way we're you high
when you wrote that?)



Listen.

Elsie cannot be returned to me with hair like that. | don't
know what you have done or failed to do but PLEASE -

either get a water filter ( or just add powdered vitamin c to
the rinse water) or make sure she uses a decent
conditioner every time she washes her hair.

None of us have ever seen it like this - it feels like straw.

Also, | really worry about the games you play with Ella.

Yesterday | suggested she call and ask you to take her
roller-skating in the park.

She had to put the phone down on you ( apparently)
because you weren't content just to take the offering, you
wanted Gloria to bring her round in the morning?

Ioan- you KNOW what it's like growing up with a parent
who always wants more. Who takes advantage of every
phone call to ask for something.

We used to laugh at that!!

Please don't do it to Beans. She loves you. It's not her fault
you're a fucking mental case who can't bring himself to
pull up in front of his own home to pick her up.

Don't make her suffer because of your inherited mental
problems. Please.

By the way - she actually DOES have her heavy period
today ( unlike you | don't lie) BUT.... if you'd seen her face
when she realized you had gotten out of picking her up at
her house - the one thing she really wanted.

She was devastated.

Please - be the bigger person.

You're totally fucked with me from now on - you will never,
ever regain the incredible respect and love | had for you
until last August.



But they STILL HAVE IT.

They adore the ground you walk on.

Don't bring them into what is nothing more than stupid Gill
Griffiths type games your playing with me.

Don't do it. They don't deserve it.

Thu, Jul 22, 1:00 AM

Alice.
Due to your inability to adhere to the agreements we

made in Collaboration and Mediation to only communicate
about matters concerning the children, I am giving you
notice that | am blocking all traditional avenues of
communication and moving back to the Our Family Wizard
app. As of today, the 22nd of July 2021, should you wish to
contact me about any necessary matters to do with the
children, please communicate with me on the app.

| have bought Elsie a phone so | may communicate with her
directly. Tomorrow, | shall make arrangements with Gloria
to deliver Elsie her new phone.

Thank you
Read
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9:112 Hi "i!" I}

( Activity
Prumu'flun:
Recnnl BEEP-H13" irnrn ',,-'ni.-r prnmunnna.

ioangruflud-d tagged you in a post FFn

hangruflud-d mentioned you in a mat:
Thank you for maki me smite again
@iamhiancawallace m i 2 h:

alimvansgruff started Ful
mum-ding you. Hm

aiimvansgrul'fmmantad: Wm. My
hshand sent this exact same pham 5:- our
little 3 year old telling her he had taken it.
She was thawed.

@
@

9¥
®

Atria you guys [ur ml??? 23 '11

'2? Randy hit-25mg:-

alimvansgruffmmanted: Leak: liha
you're in the South of Frame. Bianca. I

wonder whal you might be during
there? 3G."-

'2? firms- Huang?

laraJhil started following
you. 31m

limikaduuglasE-IIB1 stamd
fatlmuing gnu. "1
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Tweets Tweets & replies Media Likes

ma 5?

Q 120 T3 44 Q 676 a,

Show more replies

Amy Chiang @Amy01611251 - 18h
If he was happy he wouldn't have let her

go. He let her go cos he was in pain in that
marriage. If he was wrong then he will

regret it in a year. But I'm sure with the way
she's acting he probably regrets not leaving
soonen

Qs C94 a.

Alice Evans 0 @AliceEvansGruff - 4m
He wasn't in pain. For God's sake.

'27"

He was fie (when he was here, which was
about 3 months a year.)

Then his dick got stuck inside a babe half
his age. And that's when he started
treating me like shit and making up stories.

You'd think, as a woman, you'd get it.

Q C? 1 £1

CardFan @hedgeswoman v 1h

#TeamAlice

Q 1 C9 2 Tl_l
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12 November 2021
< 9:16 pm IE

Tweets Tweets & replies Media Likes

Alice Evans 9 @AIiceEvansGruff- 1h

'
:5 ') Dear @SynManagement I think we can all
\'f/fi agree that fuckign a man who has a

beautiful family and seducing him into
leaving that family in order to take below
person to Hollywood (for what? what doe
she think?) is scum behavior.

Do you support this?

It would appear that you do.

6'; Pip @PeacefulSalmom - 1h

I'm not sure about all the time periods
but this was in 2020

OOV N
80 llkos
synergy_mgmt 1} ti flHollywood here you come fit 1}
i}
It's been so crazy busy in the office over the past
days. 6

\\

"'4'

'8



17 November 2021< 1:23 am IE}

Tamika @teekimoo- 3h
That's what you wanted, right?
Q1 Ll C? l1:

RDinLondon K @RDinLondon - 3h
No -

| don't care that much. But it explains
a lot...

Q1 O a.

Alice Evans 9 @AliceEvansGruff - 3h
We're going fishing again tomorrow.4. 7.

\Vflzi;
El

We need the name of Bianca's husband
that she married in 2016

And also � at least ONE of the other women
who have had their familes broken up by
#Biancathebog

Oh, and this is not run by me. lam helping
out for a company of colossal means!

Q2 T3 C93 l1;

RDinLondon fi @RDinLondon - 2h
Good good. l'll go beach through my
notifications as have had some really
whore - endous (see what l did there)
messages from some pro
#BiancaWallacethebogan accounts.
Normally crass makes me tune out, but the



 EXHIBIT "K" 



Heather 1'

' "
1'

You thanked a womanwho tweeted that
she wished infertility on both loan and:
Bianca. The woman deleted it. I'm sure
someone hasascreenshot.' It seemed
aretty cruel;

Alice Evans .

Ii neve'r' saw that in my evtire life;

If: i 'thanked" them i did so not:

realizing
what

lwas thanking for
IHowever, thereIs so much you don't
"know. Is that what you actually want?'
A new baby formy husband ? With a
Woman who IS very ill with MS and so:
will take a toll on them'Z-i

~\ At
2941

. an.»

.6.s.4/!

1; Heather @hake'filfivg
ty-
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Alice Evans
54.3K Tweets

Tweets Tweets & replies Media Likes (.

Show more

é.
" Alice Evansa @AliceEvansGruff - 4h

'5 ' How to be a good Mistress, Part One:\9
1) Don't send out silly face-tuned
Instagrams like this when you're semi
naked and horse-teethed telling people T
"l'mjust going to miss the dog"

0 u ' O '9

~ CardFan @hedgeswomara ~ 35m
BULL- SHIT-

\' I'm so sorry. I wish you could block it all
* out. Where did the photo come from? I'd

You're going to sleep with my husband. '0'"! '0 "C" 50'" ass-
. O 1 11 0 3 J;

Alice Evans 9
'\' @AliceEvansGruff

So would my brother. And he has
links. But sadly we all have to wait..
until this crazy family of hers reveals
itself.

O 33 4 O 60 (r, 7:58 pm~4/1/22 - Twitter Wei) App

Alice Evans0 @AliceEvansGruff - 4h

'1
'~' -' Just posted a video

Alice Evans
.4 (@aliceevansgruff) . Inst

's
Q'

'9'
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10:35
d Twitter

Photo<
@A" 'Q

QQ
I
ll r/:y

l
ill; I

/
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r
9

Amit

1,338 likes

aliceevansgruff Hey Bianca Mae Wallace, stealer of my
husband, ruined of the life I'd worked so hard to achieve
and also person who makes my kid cry �aperson | will never
forget ever.

Anyway somebody alerted me tonight that whenever |

posted a relatively cute pic of myself on ivstagram, within
about 19 minutes emergered a sock account pretending to
be on 'Biava's side { although how one could be on the side
side if a total bitch who manifested a father away from two
lyrics girls who ducking ADORED him then | do not know,
except to say that this person is completely devoid of
human empathy.

Good luck, loan.

And oh, let's see what this pic brings out. | was tempted to
out a picture of Bianca next to one of mine ( after all the
'youre 50! Give up! You're so fatl).

But | didn't. Because that's not my way.

How do you like THIS one, BB?

Q ® 6 ®

OOV
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ALICEEVANSGRUFF
< Posts F°"°W

| almost never go there, but occasionally gossip becomes
truth and | look to find who started it.

Here's the thing. These guys will never change the public
perception of me because | have been around for so long
and been so kind to so many.

However it's telling that the woman with whom my husband
has led a double life for 2to 3 years is so nervous and
vindictive. ( 'Tamika' on twitter is Bianca. Read some of the
horrific things ( eg you're just jealous cos you're sat there
on your own with your kids doing watching cartoons and
your husband is 7 inches inside me' fl)
| mean� yes. That was heartbreaking for me. But I knew it.
And he chose her over me and my kids. So why was she so
jealous? Why did he have to wipe his kids if his entire
Instagram? If | met a guy who wanted me to get rid of the
photos of my kids that would be my sign to call for a taxi...

What was behind her need to make SURE I knew?

l think Bianca Wallace us a psychopath who has a kinetic
ability to make rich or famous people fall in love with her.

In 18 months, me and my girls have seen my warm, loving
loan change from a man with principles, who had decided
to have a family and was determined to look after them to a

person who apparently doesn't care about anyone at all.
I'm totally confused. He hasn't seen his kids for 8 months
and yet that doesn't seem to bother him. (for the record,
5-6 hours is my limit. After that l just crave them. Anybody
understand? )

@

Gonna leave this now but l LOVE that all the tattlers think l'
so mean and selfish.

!quite the opposite, sweet ladies. Quite the opposite' v
View all 38 comments
42 minutes ago



 

Comments<

spilani Calling anyone a psychopath is
defamation. Please be careful
4h 3Hkes

aliceevansgruff 9 @spilani I'm sorry?-
V

Why is it a defamation?
Defamation is a false statement presented
as a fact.
From everything | have gathered about
this girl, she is a psychopath.
Try finding ANYTHING she's ever said on
IG that is not about herself.
She has ZERO empathy, and her
righteousness has rubbed off on my
husband.
She already knew we were a happy family.
She didn't care.
Now the night before last she urged him
to fire our long -term nanny, Gloria. The
only other love my kids have apart from
me.
Who does that?
If | think | might POSSIBLY have hurt
somebody� anybody, by putting the
phone down too soon or turning up to a

meeting in a bad mood abs not being my
usual sunny self | feel awful for hours.
STEALING SOMEBODY's husband, setting
up pap walks around their/ our
neighborhood, pretending to be her
cousin online abnd talking about my
husbands '7 inch cock'which was inside
her now and would never be inside me
again.... Whilst I'm still it total shock?
Yeah. She's a psychopath
3h 25Hkes
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From: Alice Evans @mac.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2021 5:31 PM
To: IOAN GRUFFUDD
Subject: How is it going?

Want more? 
 
 
 
 

��
_
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From: Alice Evans @mac.com>
Sent: Monday, November 15, 2021 7:56 PM
To: Cogs
Subject: Just want to warn you.

EVERYBOY is telling me to distance myself for you as soon as I can l because you are about to go down so far that you 
will never recover.  
 
Some big‐wig has picked up your coming out Instagrams (seriously why did you do this? I know it was your because I’ve 
looked at videos of her and she is super sweet and I don’t think would ever want to hurt anybody) 
 
People fel that because you were feeing low and in need of a boost then you took up with this teeny innocent cute girl 
who would do anything you wanted and make you feel big  
 
 
So ‐ I dont care about you any more. Neither do the kids really. I’m sure they love you but they cringe when the hone 
rings and it’s you and they run away. Nothin to so with me. 
 
So could you stay away from me too?  
Also Stop the fucking PRIVATE SECRETS that you’re telling everybody! I told you When I put on weight that I had a weird 
bulge BELOW my belly. IT CAME OUT ON TWITTER FFS!By your spokesperson!  
 
I also said the dog smears food around my freshly lauderedwhite sheets. This came out too. Also the thing about when 
the dog brought in what I though was a bone and it turned out to be a shit. 
 
How dare you tell these things to Bianca and her crew??? Do you want me to tell people that you can’t get it up and 
you’ve had a hair transplant? And propecia? FUCK ME ioan. I understand. You turned me into a demon so that people 
would accept that you HAD to fall into Bianca’s lovey arms to be saved.  
 
 
Well you’re a shit. And everybody in the world knows it now. So lets get this divorce done (I want almost twice what is 
offered. If you fight it I’ll go to court. I have access to money. ) 
 
And then….. I never ever ever ever want to see your lying, creepy, angry, nasty , unkind and totally ungrateful face again. 
 
To think. I thought I was HELPING you. I thought I was doing my bit for our family. I thought I was part of out diusssions 
about how to get here and there. I was beside myself when we got you on the New Zealand fight.  
 
You properly took the piss out of me didn’t you. I’ll never understand what I did wrong  ‐ or why you could;t just sit me 
down and say look Angel, kids I’ve fallen in love with a millennial who has been stalking Alice for a while. I would;t have 
minded. We would have sorted it out.  
 
I would go into the FOUR other marriages she’s ruined; Yes. I do have a private detective on her. So does one of th 
British tabloids  
 
 
 



2

Well, I can’t wait till she does the same to you. When her MS gets bad enough that you need to take her to all her 
castings in a wheelchair. I guess that love though ‐ and to end on a kind note, although you poo‐pood at times my 
ilnesss, hers is probably more grave and if ou look at Selma then she won’t be able to walk soon.  
 
I thin taking on THAT, when you  know if will make. You career very difficul, is. HUGE sign of love.  
 
Go Ioan and Bianca!  
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From: Alice Evans @mac.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 16, 2021 5:42 PM
To: IOAN GRUFFUDD; Cogs
Subject: What is wrong with you?

Why are you letting a bunch of people bully another person who is grieving so badly??? 
 
Have you lost your fucking mind? 
 
What have you said about me to al these people? 
] 
Jesus fucking Christ.  
 
 
Also, how dare you say to Gloria “I’m devastated” when you have pulled our beautiful little family to pieces ‐ forever! No 
thought for how they feel. Shell‐shocked, all of. us.  
 
 
 
 
So tell them to stop because people are already on to them.  
 
And why are they mad anyway? Didn’t the Bogan win? She broke up her 4th family! Congrats Bianca on another clever 
manifestation.  
 
Now leave us alone. We’re ALL devastated.  
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From: Ella Betsi <alice r@mac.com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 7, 2021 4:51 PM
To: Ioangruffudd@Icloud.com
Subject: Also.

Gloria is DEVASTATED that you told Bianca the house was dirty. And stinky. And disgusting.  
 
 
Why did you do that. 
 
 
She told all her extended gyppo family and now everybody thinks I love in a house like your Mams house.  
 
Not fair. I would never say anything about your mams house.  
 
And you are one of the messiest, laziest people I know.  
 
 
Low blow, again Ioan and the missus.  
 
Sent from my iPhone 



OurFamilyWizard, LLC.
230 13th Avenue NE, Minneapolis, MN 55413
ourfamilywizard.com
info@ourfamilywizard.com
(866) 755-9991

Message Report
Generated: 02/04/2022 at 11:45 AM by IOAN GRUFFUDD
Number of messages: 1
Timezone: America/Los_Angeles
Parents: IOAN GRUFFUDD, Alice Evans
Child(ren): ELLA EVANS GRIFFITH, ELSIE EVANS GRIFFITH
Third Party: ANNE KILEY

Message 1 of 1

So you read it over an hour ago but no response.

Wonder why?

Remember when my Dad rejected his kids because he fell desperately in love with a very homely looking woman who was super vindictive and mean
and half his age? And you said you could never do that?

And then the super nasty woman said our dad was not allowed to speak to us or spend time with us without the ho being there. And you said "My
God I could never do that! My girls will ALWAYS come first..

Remember when my Dad became so obsessed with his incredibly mediocre but super egoistic new love that he just forgot all about his kids and
decided they didn't exist if "SHE wasn't there, and you said "he is so vile. I wish I could call him". (But you didn't, because you've never called anyone
out - you have no balls)

So - will Bianca let you take your kids out this weekend without her being there?

The parallels are INSANE.

Sent: 02/01/2022 at 08:44 PM
From: Alice Evans
To: IOAN GRUFFUDD (First Viewed: 02/01/2022 at 08:44 PM)
Subject: so

Page 1 of 1
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From: Alice Evans <a @mac.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 31, 2021 7:38 PM
To: Margaret Griffiths
Subject: Gill -

Hi Gill, 
 
Ioan says you are the reason he left me.  
 
Is this true? 
 
If so, how could you possibly want this? 
 
You already have two kids who have not been able to procreate because of =our affect on them. They haven’t been 
allowed relationships, =nything.  
 
Are you now REALLY going to mess up the ONE REMAINING relationship your =ids’ have? 
 
PLEASE, PLEASE don’t.  Please tell him to rethink it. My kids =eed their father.  
 
He won’t come back to you. He really WON’T. His head is =otally messed up.  
 
You need to be on OUR side. Me, Ella, Elise and Emma. If not, then what =o you want? 
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From: Alice Evans < r@mac.com>
Sent: Sunday, August 29, 2021 10:36 PM
To: Margaret Griffiths
Subject: Good luck

Just to say that I am VERY disappointed that Ioan is now on what we used =o call a “Europud” for $250k (which doesn’t 
=ven cover his excessive lawyer bills) at a time where, to quote =ariety, it is an “Actor’s Dream”.  
 
 
PLEASE read this article where it’ll tell you that (mostly male) =ctors are getting between $300k and %1.5 mill PER 
EPISODE on Netflix =nd Amazon.  
 
I have been speaking to Ioan's ex agents and they all hate him.  
 
Why is this?  
 
They tell me his is difficult and difficult to place? Always wants the =umber one spot.  
 
When I was helping him his public persona increased massively, and so =id his jobs.  
 
I don’t even know why I’m telling you this, except to =ay that it looks like it’s going to get uglier ‐ for him ‐ for =ou.  
 
Meanwhile it’s been a year since the absolute love of my life =old me he didn’t love me any more. I’m starting to move 
=n. The girls are starting to move on. I wanted a family at all costs. =f for him, the family he has with you is more 
important then that’= totally fine, Gill.  
 
I can bring in one of the men who are courting me and I will finally =ave the family I’ve always craved (and that YOU 
have always =ad)  
 
Good luck in the future.  
 
Alice = 
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From: Alice Evans <a @mac.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 27, 2021 2:25 AM
To: Margaret Griffiths
Subject: Bianca

So your son has been CHEATING for three years with a woman named Bianca =allace.  
 
You must have known.  
 
Is that ok for your family? 
 
I thought you were a ‘good' family and you hated me because I =ad overlapped with Olivier? 
 
You hypocrites.  
 
Well, I am getting calls from all the Welsh papers..  
 
I think you might as well go away and hide. How do d you manage to bring =p a son like that? 
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From: Alice Evans < @mac.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 1, 2021 7:20 PM
To: Margaret Griffiths
Subject: YOU REMEMBER WHEN 

…you called me a prositute? 
 
You said that “you were an actress too’, but that you =adn’t gotten any work because you didn’t go around 

=E2��hanging on street corners waiting for producers to turn up”= 
 
Then you looked at me.  
 
Do you remember that? 
 
I do.  
 
Do you remember also when you laid on your back in the front room =icking your legs in the air and screaming, and Pete 

said “that�=80�s it, we’ve had enough of this English woman”? 
 
I remember that very clearly.  
 
I’m going to be doing some interviews soon. I’ve lived =ith this treatment from you two for 20 year and I don’t see =hat I 
should hold back. Western Mail included.  
 
I want nothing. You gave me nothing. I am going ahead and exposing you =s the cruel, self‐centered person you are. 
That’s all. = 
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From: Alice Evans <a @mac.com>
Sent: Friday, October 29, 2021 7:18 PM
To: Margaret Griffiths
Subject: Advice

I am only writing because I feel terrible for you all.  
 
Ioan Gruffudd haș brought shame on your entire family . 
 
I am on thread now on Reddit and twitter and more local UK ones. People =aying they watched Pobol y Cwm for many 
many years but they no longer =ish to hear about it because of the link to Ioan Gruffudd.  
 
She are believing the whole family will not go to heaven. That God will =ot be kind.  
 
I don’t care. What he has done to me is beyond despicable and =od will make a decision as to that. But to abandon his 
children? What =ort of a mother let’s her eldest son abandon his children and =o off with a twice married hussy who is 
half his age and has publicly =tated she is with him because she wants to experience the =E2  high‐life’.  
 
Meanwhile the girls and I are saving very penny. Does that seem =hristian to you?  
 
My girls will be fine. I love them, Gloria loves them, Emma loves them. = Just maybe keep away now ‐ now that we’ve 
found out everything =e’s done. Elsie is beside herself with sadness and =isappointment and I need to build her back up.  
 
Please. If you can’t advise him not to make bad choices then at =east take a step back ‐ all of you, so that I can keep my 
kids safe.  
 
Thank you= 
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From: Ella Betsi < @mac.com>
Sent: Sunday, September 12, 2021 1:48 AM
To: Margaret Griffiths
Subject: Police

We just had the police round here because I slipped coming out of the shower=and my two daughters were so worried 
they called the police and the paramed=cs.   
 
 
Do you know who they didn’t call?  
 
Your son.  
Their Dad.   
 
 
They didn’t call him because they have no faith in him as a father. = They don’t think he has ever loved after me, and in 
that same vein t=ey don’t imagine  he’ll look after them.  
 
 
 
Gill, when you rolled around on the floor in my house because you somehow im=gined I had said you were a bad 
mother, you were wrong. About what I’= said.  But not about what I thought.  
 
 
I think you are the most mean, calculating, egotistic, narcissistic, child‐l=ke ‘mother’ I have ever encountered.  
 
 
You think only of yourself.   You are like a child who has not yet been taug=t that other people have feelings too. You are 
quite possibly the most narc=ssistic person I have ever met.  You love yourself, do t you?  
 
You terrorized your two youngest kids into not having relationships, into ha=ing terrible low‐paying jobs that kept th 
close to you and never gave them a=chance to have their own lives. And we all felt sad. But we all thought tha= Ioan had 
got away from you.  
 
 
Turns out he didn’t either.  
 
 
 
You are an egocentric, pathetic person who seeks to bring him there down bec=use you can’t bring yourself up.  
 
 
The only thing people celebrated was that you’re eldest son got away=from you.  But he didn’t.  
 
Your never ending unkindness towards me made me very sad. And very angry. An= eventually Ioan chose you.  
 
Well done!!  
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Three unmarried kids, and no grandchildren.   
 
 
Because an evil bitch like you isn’t going anywhere NEAR my beautifu= babies.  You think I want them to end up like 
Siwan.  
 
 
 
Gill ‐ I tried so hard with you but you just didn’t want to have me i= your family, did you?  
 
 
 
 
Maybe you should have thought that out before you began your campaign of hat= on me.  
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sent from my iPhone= 
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